Group Report and Financial Statements
Year ended March 2021

Building homes and communities for 30 years
A

Our vision
To build communities where people can
live happily in a home they can afford.

Our mission
To build and maintain quality homes and
thriving communities by being increasingly
efficient and always considering the needs
of those we house.
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Our highlights

366

£38m 19,464
Invested in new homes
(2020: £79m)

Homes owned or managed
(2020: 19,235)

G1

V2

A

Affordable homes built
(2020: 651)

Regulator of Social Housing
Governance Rating

Regulator of Social Housing
Viability Rating

£60m 43%

+

(negative)

Standard & Poor’s Rating

151%

Operating surplus
(2020: £60m)

Operating margin on
core operating business
(restated 2020: 43%)

100%

£26m 124

All homes have met Decent
Homes Standard since 2010
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Invested in maintaining and
improving existing homes
(2020: £27m)

EBITDA MRI (% of similar interest
payable and similar charges)
(2020: 144%)

Shared ownership sales
(2020: 173)

Megan and Joe, Shared Ownership customers at their new home in Ampthill
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Chair’s statement
Given how the year started and the
uncertainty that followed, I am very pleased
with what we have achieved and how we
have been able to maintain our momentum
towards achieving our longer-term goals.

We have made considerable
progress in the four areas
of work defined by the
goals in our Corporate
Strategy 2025/30: improving
engagement with, and
services provided to,
customers; maintaining
and improving the quality
of existing homes; building
more homes; and shaping
our future as a leading social
housing provider within the
Oxford-Cambridge Arc.

In 2020/21 we were 30. However, like
many this year we were not able to
celebrate our birthday in the way we
had intended. This meant there was
little opportunity to celebrate with
employees, customers and partners
what we have achieved and what
we are continuing to deliver. Despite
the heartache, disappointments and
challenges of the pandemic, it has
still provided opportunities to spend
productive time with customers. Money
advice, a general helping hand, carefully
undertaken repairs, accessing furniture,
supporting the food bank, dispute
resolution, property exchanges, and
many more services besides, have all
played a part in keeping us focused on
our purpose.
As we reflect on 30 years of service, I am
reminded how enduring and current the
organisation’s purpose is. The context
of our work has changed, and continues
to change significantly, but our core
purpose remains. The degree of change
we currently face is considerable, driven
by policy, regulations and an uncertain
economic situation, and includes:
• The new Building Safety and Fire Safety
Bills which will introduce new standards
and shape new working practices;
• The ‘Charter for Social Housing Residents’
which will pave the way for greater
service accountability, a strengthening
of the customer voice and, potentially,
a broader neighbourhood remit;
• The timing of capital expenditure
as a consequence of the Covid
pandemic;

Whilst these challenges can seem
overwhelming, they underpin the
importance of the work we do. We are
a social enterprise that operates at the
heart of the communities we serve. We
are focusing on our work in these areas
in our first Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) report, which we
will publish alongside this document.
As outlined in our Corporate Strategy
2025/30, we will continue to adapt
and grow to meet these challenges.
Our results this year demonstrate the
effectiveness of recent investments in
improving our efficiency and resilience.
The bpha team were able to rapidly
deploy fully dispersed ways of working
in the face of the Covid pandemic. In
addition, we have maintained a robust
financial position, with a strong core
operating margin of 43% despite
significant cost and income pressures.
This was not the year we planned for,
but it has been a successful one that has
tested the strength of our strategies, our
determination to meet customers’ needs
and the resilience of employees. We have
addressed the range of challenges we
faced efficiently and effectively.
I would like to thank most sincerely
bpha’s employees and the partners
and suppliers that we work with for their
hard work and dedication. I would also
like to acknowledge my appreciation
for the flexibility and understanding our
customers have shown as we have
worked together through this most
challenging of years.

• The need to act now in response to
‘climate and natural environment
emergencies’.

bpha Chair, Dr Paul Leinster CBE
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Dr Paul Leinster CBE
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CEO’s statement
Today, and throughout the
30 years since bpha was
founded in 1990, our priority
is people; our customers and
our employees. Through
taking great care of them,
we also manage the overall
health of the organisation.

When Covid hit in March 2020, we had
two priorities: ensuring our workforce
could work effectively, efficiently and
safely from home, and working out how
we could best support our vulnerable
customers. Both objectives were met.
The first was a result of our previous
investments in IT and a remote working
infrastructure, and the second by
mobilising direct contact between people.
Overall, it was an excellent team effort,
and, despite the obvious difficulties, a lot
was learnt for the future.
Financially, bpha was able to maintain its
strong overall performance:
• It went into 2020/21 having successfully
raised £125m to support its development
programme through its first private
placement;
• It maintained its rent collection income;
•C
 ost management remained effective
despite the uncertain operational
environment;
•T
 he sales programme continued, albeit
at a reduced level due to delays in stock
handovers and market uncertainty.

bpha CEO, Kevin Bolt

In a very different and challenging year,
I am delighted to report that bpha delivered
an excellent overall performance; one
that was centred on our customers and
demonstrated the core strengths of the
organisation’s business model, employees,
systems and processes.
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As a result, the organisation’s surplus
before Fair Value Movement was
£25.1m, a fall of £2.6m from the previous
year. The core operating surplus was
£47.7m, up by £3.0m as a result of the
cost control measures and deferred
maintenance. A total of 366 new homes
were delivered – this was 276 less than
budgeted due to the delays enforced in
the main by the first period of lockdown.
Whilst the delayed rental elements cost
the organisation £1.2m in lost revenue,
this was offset by a commensurate
slow-down in capital expenditure.

Despite the challenging operational
environment, the organisation broadly
maintained its programme of investment
for the future. Although investments
in existing properties (£26m) was £1m
less than last year, we have a planned
programme to catch up. We also
maintained the development pipeline
and a continued the established
organisational improvement programme.
This included:
• The continuing development of bpha’s
CRM system to underpin the delivery
of modern, customer-centric services;
• Further investment in health and safety
in terms of physical investments in fire
security and automated management
systems;
• An Executive Team restructure to
augment the leadership strength
of bpha to deliver the organisation’s
2025/30 Corporate Strategy.
It was especially satisfying that, whilst
adapting to a completely new way
of working and facing the challenges and
uncertainties of the unique operational
environment, employee engagement
remained extremely good. Through its
annual participation in the nationally
recognised Great Place to Work
employee survey, bpha maintained its
position in the top 35 large organisations
to work for category. This impressive
accolade, where bpha was the only
Housing Association in this top 35 large
organisation listing, is a testament to the
organisation’s employees, their resilience
and the business’s overall desire to
continue to develop and improve, come
what may.
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Last year, in line with its newly launched
2025/30 Corporate Strategy, bpha
developed its first Environmental Strategy.
It adopted the SHIFT methodology to give
it a framework for its future initiatives. In its
first year the organisation’s performance
was rated at the Silver level, which we
have maintained.
We recognise that Covid-19 has had
a material effect on many of our
customers’ lives. Whilst bpha has
performed remarkably well in absolute
terms and has continued to invest in its
future through this most unusual year,
I come back to where I started – people
and health. I would like to take this
opportunity to pass on my own, and the
organisation’s, condolences to anyone
who has sadly experienced a loss
through 2020/21 as a result of Covid.

To bpha’s employees and the partners
we have worked with, I would like to
thank everyone for their hard work,
commitment and, on so many occasions,
bravery, in the way that they have gone
about delivering our services for our
customers. Looking forward, I hope that
2021 will be the year that life settles into
a more acceptable ‘new normal’ and
that we can finally put the horrors of the
pandemic behind us.
Best wishes,

Kevin Bolt
Chief Executive Officer

Leighton Court, Bedford
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Thirtieth anniversary
The development of bpha over 30 years.
Building homes, skills, diversity of products,
ways of working, scale and influence within
its core operational area.

Ursula, Gillian and Colin with bpha team member Janice and George the parrot at Gordon Colling House
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Over the last 30 years bpha has stayed
true to its purpose and ambitions.
It set out to support its tenants and
look after their homes in an efficient
and quality-focused manner whilst
building as many more homes as it
could. So whilst the number of homes
has increased threefold, it has also
developed the services it delivers as
well as diversifying the number and
types of tenures it offers. Along the way
it has: worked with a range of partners
to develop new communities across
a wider geography; helped people onto
the housing ladder with shared ownership
homes and the Help to Buy Scheme;
established strategic relationships with
local authorities and care providers; and
worked with the NHS and universities
to provide bespoke homes for students
and nurses.

At 30, bpha is now a stronger organisation
which employs 460 highly skilled and
motivated people who all harbour the
same ambition – to do more of what
we have been doing for the last three
decades. This will mean continuing
to foster our desire for continuous
improvement whilst working to counter
the future challenges that will emerge
in the post Covid pandemic world.
Focusing on our customers’ needs whilst
maintaining our growth is a given,
as is delivering against the longer term
demands for environmental sustainability
and achieving a net zero carbon position
ahead of 2050. Thirty years on, we
can now approach the next 30 with
confidence and satisfaction. Our current
and future customers and their homes
will continue to be in good hands.
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1999

1991

• Accommodation at Bedford
Hospital for doctors and
nurses completed

• First newly-built home
handed over to customers

1996

• Demolished first phase
of Tarran’s pre-fab
estate in Bedford – first
regeneration scheme

1992

•b
 pha shared ownership
introduced – intrinsic to
bpha’s business model

1990

• Bedfordshire Pilgrims Housing
Association opened its doors
with 7,280 properties – sixth large
scale voluntary transfer from
North Bedfordshire Borough Council
• £130m funding available to buy
housing stock, fund repairs and
build new homes
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2003

• Won Challenge Fund 2 to develop
537 English Partnerships homes in
Milton Keynes and Peterborough
• Founded The Gloucestershire Care
Partnership with The Orders of
St Johns Care Trust to re-provide
care homes in Gloucestershire

2001

• Founded The Oxford Care
Partnership with The Orders
of St Johns Care Trust to
re-provide care homes in
Oxfordshire
• First women’s refuge opened

2000
• ‘The Foyer’ supported
housing scheme opened
in Bedford – offering 30
bedsits and four flats for
young people

1997
• bpha funds housing
for keyworkers in
Milton Keynes

2009

• First bpha customers moved in
at the Wixams, a new community
south of Bedford – bpha worked
with Gallagher Homes to deliver
this project

2011

2007

• Sir William Harpur House
opened – first new
Retirement Living with
Care Scheme

2002

• Won Housing
Corporation ‘Challenge
Fund 1’ money to build 51
new homes in Clapham

2015

• Celebrated 25th anniversary
• Northstowe – bpha anchor
HA for first phase of strategic
‘New Town’ development

• New customer contact
centre, OneCall, goes live
• Ground works commenced
at Trumpington Meadows
and Glebe Farm, Cambridge
– The Cambridge Challenge
coming to life!

• Won Cambridge Challenge
as lead of Cambridge
Partnerships Limited Homes
Group – commitment to
build 3,300 affordable
homes on the southern
fringe of Cambridge

2004

2019

2010

• Met the Decent Homes
Standard for all properties

2017

• Viewpoint digital customer
consultation site launched
• Won Hana award for ‘Best
Risk Management’

2016

2020

• First homes sold for profit
by Bushmead Homes,
Little Canfield, Stanstead
• Old HQ, Pilgrims House,
repurposed – 22 shared
ownership units

2008 2014
• Golden Gardens
established with
Big Lottery Funds
- Community

• New retirement living sites;
Wotton Vale in Bedford,
Eywood House in St Albans
and Mill View in Cambridgeshire
open – now 1,200 independent
living with care homes
• Appointed Help to Buy agent
for Midlands and London

• bpha moved to Bedford Heights
• Launched maiden Capital Markets Bond
to fund more new affordable homes
• Gog Magog joint venture set up
between Bushmead Homes and Hill
Partnership to develop Ninewells
in Cambridge
• Appointed Help to Buy agent for
East and South East

• 30th Anniversary
• Great Place to Work
(GPTW) – achieved top
35 large UK employers

2018

• Retirement living strategy refreshed, and
management of 8 extra care schemes
by Orders of St John Care Trust (OSJCT)
return to bpha, now 24 schemes
• New Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) software launched
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An introduction to bpha
sustainability reporting
We are delighted to adopt the new voluntary
Sustainability Reporting Standard (SRS)
published in November 2020.
We are preparing a separate report
to cover the Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) reporting in
more depth, which will be published later
in the year.
In simple terms, ESG criteria is a set
of standards for a company’s operations
that socially conscious investors use to
screen potential investments in line with
specific expectations.
Recent years in particular have seen
more investors show an interest in
backing organisations that match their
values. ESG is viewed as a comprehensive
guide as to how far a business is
committed to contributing towards
sustainable development through its
products and services.

We are also very conscious of our
environmental impact. We are fortunate
to be one of the leading providers
of energy efficient houses – our
average Standard Assessment
Procedure (SAP) rating is 74.4% and
tracks the progress being made towards
some of our environmental targets.
We explore in detail how bpha is run
as an organisation, detailing our Board
and accountability structures as well as
how we safeguard and champion the
wellbeing of our staff. The latter point
is especially important to us, as shown
by our commitment and success on the
Great Place to Work scheme.

We believe ESG reporting represents
an opportunity to demonstrate our
commitment to operate sustainably
and responsibly and learn how we need
to develop moving forward. This is
why we have decided to launch our
inaugural Sustainability Report based
on the SRS framework.

All of the empirical data and commitments
present in the Sustainability Report are
supplemented by real life case studies,
specific stories from individual projects
and people that help shed a different light
on bpha’s ESG credentials.

The report outlines our progress to date
but recognises there is much more to do.
We have an ongoing commitment to
providing low cost and affordable homes
in our operating areas within the OxCam
Arc region. Our rents compare well
against Local Housing Authorities and
private sector rentals.

In many ways, it takes a step beyond
the philanthropic lens of Corporate
Social Responsibility reporting and
seeks to present an empirical picture
based on a concrete set of figures to
inform investors.

Affordability of bpha rent

£1600
£1400

Median monthly rent

£1200
£1000
£800
£600

Key
bpha median rent

£400

LHA rent

£200

Private rent

0
1 bedroom

15

2 bedroom

3 bedroom

4 bedroom

EPC A rated homes in Northstowe, Cambridgeshire
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Customer experience
Making a positive difference
to people’s lives relies on
being able to provide the
best possible experience
for our customers.
That means not making
assumptions, understanding
how our customers feel about
our services and ensuring they
actively influence and shape
any changes we make; an
approach that was particularly
important with the challenges
presented by the pandemic.

bpha team member, Martin
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Customer care

The pandemic required a fast and
considerable response to enable us to
carry on meeting our customers’ needs.
Successive lockdowns and restrictions
on movement meant that our frontline
teams adapted to continue to engage
with and support residents over the year.
The feedback from our new approach
helped to shape and improve our
services throughout the year.
At the start of the pandemic we
immediately emailed 10,614 customers and
wrote to 4,506, asking if they felt vulnerable
and what support they required. A total
of 337 requests were received for further
information and advice, enabling us to
offer assistance ourselves or signpost
them to other appropriate agencies. Our
Housing Team identified a further group
of people who were telephoned and
support was offered as needed.
One example of our commitment to work
with others to provide needed services
for our customers and communities was
through the formation of Bedford based
Covid Partnership Support Action Group,
led by bpha’s Community Engagement

Manager. The group, made of agencies
including the local authority, emergency
services and Public Health, joined to
tackle social isolation, loneliness and antisocial behaviour.
In addition to this, a multi-agency
action group was formed to tackle the
issues experienced by residents at a
number of tower block properties where
vulnerable residents were being targeted
by criminals. This approach led to eight
arrests and we have also invested in the
installation of further CCTV cameras, new
fob door lock systems and better lighting
to make residents feel safer.
Our responsibility to safeguard our
customers is also demonstrated by
the work we have done over the last 12
months to achieve accreditation from
DAHA (the Domestic Abuse Housing
Alliance). Securing this standard will
allow us to learn from others, share our
experiences and develop our services
further in the area.

bpha resident, Diana at Bury Court, Bedford
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Retirement living

Our Retirement Living Team provided
a vital connection for hundreds
of customers during the year, many
of whom would have been isolated
as a result of lockdown.
All received regular phone or ‘in person’
welfare checks, while our Visiting Support
Team continued to work in the community
by responding to emergency issues.
Our extra care services work in partnership
with local authorities and on-site care
providers, helping some of our most
vulnerable residents to maintain their
independence. These services have really
come to the fore where the close work
with the care teams has prevented the
need for some of our residents to access
residential care services at a time when
fear of Covid was at its highest.

bpha Retirement Living resident, Jean
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This year we will bring a further two
care services in house, directly providing
24-hour care and support to over 850
older people across 18 schemes in the
region. We are also reviewing how we
can enhance the service directly or in
partnership with others to improve the
overall service package.
To build on our multi agency approach,
residents will be consulted over the
coming months to ensure that, together,
the services we provide meet their
needs. Any gaps identified will provide
an opportunity to develop our offer and
look to the future.

bpha Retirement Living residents, Ona and Pauline, at Mill View
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Customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is fundamental
to the continued development of our
services and their delivery. Our quarterly
TouchPoint surveys tell us what we’re
getting right and what needs to change.
Our overall customer satisfaction went
up to an average 77.1% during 2020/21
when compared to 75.4% in 2019/20.

The timing of the first quarterly survey for
2020/21 did not feel appropriate with the
onset of Covid, so we combined quarters
1 and 2 into a survey in August 2020,
and quarters 3 and 4 into a survey in
January 2021. A breakdown of the results
throughout each year can be seen in the
tables below:

Q1 score

Overall satisfaction 2020/21
Overall satisfaction 2019/20

Q2 score

Q3 score

77%
75%

Customer voice

We introduced two new customer
focused channels during the year to help
ensure the organisation is being properly
held to account by its customers.
A Board level Customer Committee
was established in October 2020, with
quarterly meetings enabling the Board
to directly hear the customer voice.

Q4 score

77%
74%

76%

We further underlined our commitment
to customer engagement during the
year by establishing a new group to
ensure that customers are involved
in decision making at bpha and that
those decisions reflect the needs and
aspirations of customers.

75%

Feedback

bpha team member, Sam

Customer communications

Our Customer Communications Centre
continues to adapt to meet the needs
of our customers by offering a wider
choice of channels including web chat
and WhatsApp.
We expect that up to 60% of transactions
will take place digitally by 2023, and that
will free up our employees to provide the
required time and support to manage
more complex enquiries.
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The coming year will see further
investment in our Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system. This will
better organise individual customer data,
and support more efficient and effective
management of customer calls. The
updated system also includes a new
customer web portal, giving customers
direct access to their information with the
ability to update information or contact
us at a time that suits them.

We believe customers are the most
important stakeholder in shaping and
improving our services. This is about us
listening to and acting on customers’
experiences – it is vital for us to think like
a customer.

We are happy to receive feedback
and complaints from our customers.
We encourage an open complaints
management culture, training our
employees to respond to customer
feedback in an empathetic and positive
manner. A key part of this is capturing
learning and making improvements.
The following improvements have
been made through the year:
• Changes to our mutual exchange
policy to improve the property
inspection process;

The Resolve group, which is made
up of customers, has been set up to
monitor, scrutinise and challenge bpha’s
performance in relation to complaints.
This ensures that service improvements
are acted upon, that there is fairness and
transparency throughout the complaints
process and actions are fed back to
senior management, including the Board.
The group is also involved in reviewing
the complaints process and ensuring
we are fully compliant with the Housing
Ombudsman’s code.
A new Customer Engagement Strategy
is currently under development in
partnership with customers. This will give
the business clear direction and focus
for future engagement activities.

the responsibility of bpha and which
are the responsibility of the tenant;
• Online videos for new homeowners,
helping them settle into their new
home and neighbourhood;
• Improved anti-social behaviour guidance;
• Text and email surveys after sales
viewings and gas repairs to help bpha
monitor the standard of service.
No complaints reviewed by the Housing
Ombudsman were upheld against us
during the year.

• Improved information for tenants on
our website, outlining which repairs are
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Financial support and
collecting rent

A key concern for many of our
customers over the last year was the
impact on finances due to the pandemic.
Our proactive support for customers
also helped rental income remain close
to budget throughout the year.
The number of residents accessing
Universal Credit increased from 3,182
at year end 2020 to 4,625 by the end
of March 2021. Our Money Advice team
has supported a large number of these
residents, many of whom were navigating
the benefits system for the first time.
They have also been able to support
access to other funds, refer new
residents to services that can provide
household goods, and provide an access
point to local foodbanks. We are aware
of the issues faced by residents through
fuel and furniture poverty and work
directly with our residents to address
these challenges. Continuing economic
uncertainty means we will continue to
promote this essential service and ensure
all customers know there is help available.

Mill View, Hauxton Meadow
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More affordable homes
Making a positive difference to more people’s
lives across the Oxford-Cambridge Arc
requires an ambitious vision for growth.

High standards of quality

We want our customers to love where
they live, and it matters that a high
standard of quality is achieved in every
new home handed over to us by our
build partners.
We also understand the importance
of customers getting off to the best
possible start in their new homes.

Our New Homes Officers provide home
demonstrations, advice and support,
helping to make moving in as stress-free
as possible. Our Customer Care Team
is also on hand should things not quite
go to plan, dealing with any defects as
efficiently as possible.

Case studies

bpha Shared Ownership customers at home in Elstow

The need for more affordable homes
in our area has never been greater.
Together with investing in our existing
properties, we remain committed to
building high quality housing for social
use across our operating area.
The pandemic, and the related closure
of construction sites during the early
stages of lockdown, stunted the full
ambition of our development schedule for
the year and returning to pre-pandemic
production levels has been a challenge.
But despite the impact of Covid, we
remained determined and resolute.
We invested over £38m (2020: £79m)
in the provision of new affordable
homes during 2020/21 and completed
366 (2020: 651) properties.
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We also sold 124 newly-built, shared
ownership homes during the year, enabling
customers to get a foothold on the
housing ladder and enjoy the security
of their own home.
The work we did to progress our
development pipeline, our success
in acquiring new sites and our ability
to secure a number of key planning
consents, means that we are now very
well placed to build even more high
quality affordable homes over the
next 12 months and beyond.

Trumpington Meadow

Great Kneighton
/Trumpington

Last year we completed a decade-long
project to deliver 930 new affordable
homes at Great Kneighton, in Cambridge.

delivery of hundreds of new homes to
many who otherwise may have been
priced out of the local housing market.

Situated just over two miles from
Cambridge city centre, the development
is close to important amenities, including
shops, green open spaces and cycle
routes, as well as Trumpington Community
College and Addenbrookes Hospital.

Through our Community Investment
Team, we have worked with planners,
developers, new residents and partner
agencies to ensure the community is a
thriving, safe and happy place for people
to live for many years to come.

Working with a consortium of
housebuilders, our long-term commitment
to this new community has ensured the
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Campbell Wharf,
Milton Keynes

We have worked with Crest Nicholson
over the last three years in developing
Campbell Wharf in Milton Keynes, a
development of over 380 new homes,
shops, restaurants, cafés and community
facilities. The scheme is set around an
attractive new marina on the Grand
Union Canal.

The development perfectly demonstrates
our commitment to providing great places
to live – not just great homes. When the
scheme completes in 2023, we will have
invested over £24m in providing 115 homes
for affordable rent and shared ownership.

High quality public realm is at the heart
of the Campbell Wharf development and
the creation of attractive, active street
frontages enables the new development
to expand on the vibrancy of central
Milton Keynes and bridge the character
contrasts between the vibrant city
centre and existing quieter suburban
neighbourhoods beyond.

Bushmead schemes at
Carlton and Meldreth

We have complemented our large-scale,
place-making initiatives such as those
at Great Kneighton and Canalside with
smaller developments in more rural
areas of our region.
A mixed-tenure scheme at Carlton in
Bedfordshire has been delivered by
bpha’s private housebuilding subsidiary,
Bushmead Homes.
Eleven homes for outright sale, six for
shared ownership and two bungalows for
affordable rent have been thoughtfully
designed within an attractive close.

Move-On accommodation,
Bedford

The need for more affordable housing
across our area of operation drives
our growth.
Over the past two years, in partnership
with Bedford Borough Council, we have
acquired seven unoccupied properties
as part of a scheme to help people into
independent accommodation following
periods of homelessness.

The affordable homes have enabled local
people to remain in the village – something
which might have otherwise proved
impossible due to rising property values.
Profits generated from this scheme
and Bushmead’s scheme at Meldreth
in South Cambridgeshire, where nine
homes have been developed for outright
sale, are being used to support bpha’s
core social business and the provision
of more affordable homes.

The project provides appropriate levels
of support for residents and aims to
reduce pressure on hostel and refuge
spaces.

Carlton, Bedfordshire
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New affordable home locations in 2021
We have built 366 (2020: 651)
new affordable homes

42

new affordable
homes completed
in Milton Keynes

10

new affordable
homes completed
in Daventry

7

new affordable
homes completed
in South Northants

101

new affordable
homes completed
in South Cambs

47

30

new affordable
homes completed
in Buckinghamshire

new affordable
homes completed
in Cambridge City

26

new affordable
homes completed
in Cherwell

29

new affordable
homes completed
in Central Beds

74

new affordable
homes completed
in Bedford

bpha Shared Ownership customer Melissa in her new home
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High quality homes
We are committed to providing and
maintaining high quality homes. We
want our customers to love where
they live.
That means homes that are safe and
warm, with a maintenance service to
keep them that way – something we
are pleased we continued to achieve
during a testing year.

In response to the operational challenges
presented by the pandemic, our teams
and delivery partners responded quickly
and thoroughly to adopt Covid-safe
working practices, ensuring all our
properties continue to meet the Decent
Homes Standard and that we remain
compliant with all our regulatory and
legislative obligations.

Our property maintenance teams are
integral to achieving the high standards
we set, not least in the provision
of emergency repairs – a service that
continued uninterrupted throughout
lockdown and saw 99% of all cases
handled within 24 hours of being reported.
Some routine maintenance was deferred
but this is now being rectified.

Essex Gardens, Bedford

Investment in homes

255
241
610
1,025
237
31

Bathrooms replaced
Kitchens refurbished
Boilers fitted



Properties had windows
or doors replaced
Roofs were replaced

Regular planned investment in our homes
ensures we continue to offer customers
great places to live, while also protecting
the value of our assets.
Over the last 12 months we have invested
£26m in our stock, replacing components
and providing repairs and maintenance
services across our property portfolio.
This level of expenditure demonstrates
our ongoing commitment to high quality
homes that are fit for the future.
Using accurate stock condition data
has helped us to maximise the return
on our investment by ensuring that
our resources are focused on the right
properties at the right time. As a result,
we replaced 255 bathrooms, refurbished
241 kitchens, fitted 610 boilers and
replaced the windows and doors in
a further 1,025 properties over the last
12 months. We also completed painting

works at 625 flat blocks, houses and
bungalows and re-roofed a further 237
of our customers’ homes.
To ensure we continue to meet the
changing needs of our customers, we are
expanding our Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system to offer
customers a digitally accessible repairs
and maintenance service. In the future,
our customers will be able to report and
track their repairs through a variety
of different communication channels,
including an interactive customer portal,
an app and email as well as by phone.
The aim of this is to give our customers
more choice, convenience and control
whilst helping us operate in as efficient
a manner as possible.
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Customer safety
and security

We are extremely conscious of our
commitment and responsibilities towards
the safety of our customers. Rigorous
and regular health and safety checks
remain the crucial element in ensuring
the highest standards are maintained. We
also benchmark ourselves against other
Housing Associations.
A total of 14,463 domestic gas services,
2,452 electrical condition reports,
315 fire risk assessments and 642 fire
safety inspections were carried out in
2020/21, along with 80 communal area
asbestos inspections.
The data from these checks is held in our
compliance system, Asprey. Interfacing
this with our gas contractor’s IT system
and giving our electrical contractor portal
access to update the system directly has
ensured the data is as close to real time
as possible.
An investment of £597k capital and
£578k revenue has been made to ensure
that the safety of our buildings is further
improved ahead of future legislative
requirements. For instance, we have
begun work to survey and check all
of our fire doors and set up regular
re-inspections in line with guidance.

Investment in
neighbourhoods

It is not only having a safe, well
maintained home that impacts on the
overall happiness and wellbeing of our
customers. We know that being part
of a good neighbourhood, with plenty
of green space, can also make a huge
difference. Our Tenant Services Team
works with our grounds maintenance
contractor to ensure our estates are well
kept – including cutting 821 grass areas
and maintaining 401 communal areas.
Digitally mapping these communal spaces
and landscaped areas onto a Geographic
Information System (GIS) has improved
access to and alignment of our existing
information and will make managing and
recording the work we do easier.

We have introduced a programme to
install carbon monoxide detectors in our
customers’ homes where there is a gas
supply. In order to make this three-year
programme as efficient as possible,
we have maximised every opportunity
to complete the works including
installations being made at every void,
gas service, breakdown and new boiler
installation. As a result we now only have
1,686 more carbon monoxide detectors
to fit, a task that will be completed over
the next year.
Recognising the importance of fire
safety, we created our own in-house
Fire Safety Team in 2010 and entered
into a Primary Authority Agreement with
Bedfordshire Fire and Rescue in 2018. We
will strengthen an already strong team
over the next 12 months with the addition
of a Building Safety Manager.
The Building Safety Manager, together
with a dedicated Fire Officer, will take
responsibility for the management
of our tallest buildings, engage with our
customers and liaise with the new Building
Safety Regulator to ensure our buildings
are, and remain, safe places to live.

This land survey work also gave us the
opportunity to record the location and
condition of our trees, while updating
our risk assessments of them. This has
enabled us to complete a proactive
programme of work to ensure they
remain healthy and continue to add to
the biodiversity of our green spaces.
Over the last year our caretakers have
increased the cleaning of common touch
points in the communal areas of our
properties and introduced additional
rubbish collections. They have also
worked closely with our customers to
help them understand changing social
distancing rules and restrictions.
Residents enjoying green space at Northstowe
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Climate change

Our new updated Environmental and
Asset Management strategies will create
create a roadmap to enable us to work
towards the achievement of being net
carbon neutral by 2050, in line with
government targets. The technology
to ensure our existing homes meet this
target is still emerging and new heating
and ventilation solutions are being
developed. Whilst the technology is
developing, we continue to invest in the
fabric of our homes to ensure they are
well insulated and ready to benefit from
future technological innovations at the
appropriate time.
As a result of global warming there
is a greater risk to our housing stock
of flooding. We have started to consider
our response to this emerging threat.
This has included mapping flood risk
within our GIS software and better
understanding the number of properties
that could be affected by a flood as
a result. This information is being used
to review the specification of components
in certain homes and ensure they are
as resilient as possible.
The organisation remains fully committed
to reducing fuel poverty, with ongoing
investment helping achieve an average
SAP rating of 74.4 across our social
housing stock. This is more than seven
points higher than the social housing
sector average of 68.4* and we remain
committed to improving the EPC rating
of all our poorer performing stock to
a minimum C standard ahead of the
government target of 2035.
*2019 English House Condition Survey, the average
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) rating of the
social housing stock in England and Wales.

bpha resident Carol down at the allotment
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Shaping the future
The importance of being
there for our customers and
employees has been even
greater in the last 12 months.
When the pandemic hit last year, we
worked to adapt to the changing operating
environment, ensuring we were doing all
we could as both a service provider to our
customers and an employer.
Over recent years, we had been investing
continuously in new technology to
enable more flexible working and better
remote access to the organisation’s key
operational systems. When it became
clear that office based working would
no longer be viable, we were able to
implement remote working for the full
organisation within a matter of days.
This included two call centres, as well as
a comprehensive suit of support services.
In fact, the only thing we were unable
to do remotely was to open and scan
post. We also implemented a number of
wellbeing initiatives to support people
who were working from home for the first
time, sometimes from less than optimal
spaces. Over the following weeks and
months, we then worked to help people
set up their homes as people became
completely attuned to Teams and Zoom
meetings. Field-based employees were
supported with updated risk assessments
for their specific work areas along with
the appropriate PPE.

bpha team member, Joanne
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Having an excellent, well motivated
employee base was a key part of our
ability to successfully adapt our ways of
working so swiftly. Recruiting and retaining
the best people that we can remains an
important part of our business model
and helps ensure we can deliver excellent
services for our customers now and in the
future. In 2020, we again took part in the
prestigious, annual Great Place to Work

employee engagement survey, and took
great heart in the fact that people who
work in bpha told us we had done well
– we were the only Housing Association
to successfully achieve a place in the top
35 of the UK’s Large Employer category,
a commendation coming directly from
our employees, 90% of whom took part
in the survey with 80% of them declaring
bpha as a ‘great place to work’.
Our new People Strategy aims to
build on these fantastic results and
ensure we are ready to meet the
high standards we have set ourselves
as part of our Corporate Strategy
for 2025/30. Already over the last
12 months we have improved the
strength and depth of our leadership
teams, adding additional expertise and
capability through the creation of new
roles, with an external appointment
and four internal promotions. This has
been underpinned with a review of our
organisational structure – aligning roles
and responsibilities with customer needs
in line with strategic objectives.
Our Virtual Learning and Development
offer covers a range of blended learning
options, and we invest in role development
and professional qualifications as part
of our bpha career philosophy. Our
apprentice programme continues to
go from strength to strength, with our
Property Services Apprentices achieving
their construction qualifications in 2020. We
have also started work to strengthen our
employer brand proposition – refreshing
the careers section of our website and
externally benchmarking our pay and
benefits to ensure we remain an attractive
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option for prospective employees.
We’ve also laid the foundations
to establish a more empowered,
accountable and service-led culture.
Initiation of a dedicated customer
excellence programme is helping our
people develop and hone the skills
they need to provide the best possible
service to our customers. The next
phase of this work will see our values

Shaping a bright future
with excellent people,
processes and technology

Our approach is shaping a new future
where the best people deliver the best
possible service for our customers in
the most efficient way – something that
is being underpinned at every point by
a sector-leading technology strategy.
We want our customers to contact us
with minimum effort and maximum
convenience through the medium of their
choice – including social media, the phone,
or email. We also want them to be able
to receive a consistently high quality ‘right
first time’ service, regardless of who they
interact with at bpha.
Our new systems consolidate our
customer data into a single view, allowing
our employees to see the ‘whole picture’
and access the information they need
to respond to enquiries as quickly and
efficiently as possible.
Over the last 12 months we have
introduced the following improvements
as part of our long-term strategy to
shape the future:

updated and a corresponding behaviour
framework finalised.
Our ways of working are continually
under review, building on the lessons
from a year of working differently and
looking at how to develop smarter
approaches for greater flexibility.

• Continued investment in our CRM
solution with all the details employees
need about a particular customer’s
relationship with us, no matter who
they spoke to in the past;
• New solutions have been developed
to improve the response to antisocial
behaviour, support safeguarding activity
and respond to domestic abuse.
Consulting and working with our
customer engagement groups on
each of these projects has ensured
that ‘customer need’ remains front and
centre of any change or enhancement.
The approach is focused on improving
customer satisfaction and providing an
efficient, good value service.
Getting the technology right is also
helping us deliver against our principle
of being a people-focused business.
It allows us to free up our greatest
asset – our employees – to add empathy,
care, consideration and support.

• A new call centre offering automated
self-service to help minimise wait times;
• A new customer web portal giving
customers direct access to the same
data our employees use;

bpha Trainee Surveyors, Daniel and James,
achieve their NVQ Level 3 qualifications
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Operating and financial review
Our core operating business demonstrated its
strength and resilience during the pandemic
with increased surpluses and operating cash
flows. This gives us the financial resources to
continue investing heavily in the maintenance
of our existing homes and progress our
ambitious development programme, despite
the ongoing uncertain economic environment.

Our organisation delivers across two
distinct areas: the core operating
business which primarily comprises
social housing lettings; and our
development and sales business which
builds affordable homes, some of which
are sold, and can therefore be subject
to market conditions, including those
caused by the pandemic.

The surplus before tax of £38m (2020:
£18m) benefited from a movement
in the market of financial instruments
which increased the surplus by £22m
from last year. However, interest costs
increased by £2m, of which £1m arose
due to non-capitalisation of interest on
developments following a construction
shutdown during the pandemic.

bpha’s core operating business is very
effective at delivering a strong and stable
financial performance with consistent
surpluses after investment in maintenance
of our properties. This business performed
strongly in the year with an operating
surplus of £48m (2020: £45m) which
comfortably exceeds the net interest
costs. We worked with our customers
to ensure that the cash collections from
rents was maintained with no increase in
arrears which remained constant at 1.86%.
However, government restrictions during
the pandemic had an adverse impact on
the development and sales business, with
less supply of new homes and fewer first
tranche shared ownership sales.

In December 2020, following our annual
assessment, the Regulator of Social
Housing regraded our Viability Rating
from V1 to V2. The Regulator has
confirmed that we continue to meet its
financial viability requirements and that
we have the financial capacity to deliver
our strategies of investing in our existing
homes as well as building more. This
regrade therefore reflects our conscious
and measured decision to focus on
investing in our existing and new homes
for those people who need them most.

Our overall operating surplus was stable
at £60m (2020: £60m). The reduction in
surpluses in our development and sales
business of £4m was offset through
increases in the core surplus of £3m
together with increased valuation gains
on investment properties.

Our 2020 Private Placement has given
us significant liquidity to continue our
development programme ambitions.
Cash on the balance sheet has increased
from £41m last year to a healthy £65m
at year end. Gearing fell during the year
and is now 64% (2020: 66%) due to
increased asset values combined with
slightly lower debt.

Operating Surplus

Core Operating Business
Development & Sales Business
Fair Value Adjustments on investment properties

2019
£’000

2020
£’000

2021
£’000

44,395

44,705

47,732

19,613

14,811

10,471

3,935

863

1,321

67,943

60,380

59,524

bpha team member Depy
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The core operating business

The core operating business continued
to perform strongly as its turnover
increased to £110m (2020: £103m) due
to additions to our property portfolio
from our development programme

(366 new affordable homes) and the
first rent increase following four years of
statutory reductions. We achieved a core
operating margin of 43%, comfortably
ahead of our target level of 40%.

Gearing assets and debt

££

110,200

120,000

98,722

80,000

102,961

100,000

The value of our housing assets has
continued to rise, increasing by £24m
during the year, mainly as a result of
a net 229 unit increase in our property
portfolio (new homes completions
less asset sales). We now have 19,464
units that we own or manage and
continue to invest in our development

£1,300m

100%

£1,225m

90%
80%

£1,249m

£1,100m

44,705

44,395

40,000

47,732

50%

20,000

The development
and sales business

2020

£765m

£600m
2019

173 to 124 which was still a creditable
performance in a difficult market.
The profit on disposal of fixed assets
(primarily shared ownership staircasing)
was materially in line with the prior year
at £7m.

Cash generation

£800m

£700m

0%

2021

The development and sales business
experienced a drop in sales during
the year to £40m (2020: £42m) as
development completions fell as a result
of government restrictions due to the
pandemic. The number of first tranche
shared ownership units sold fell from

£797m

10%

Operating Surplus
2019

£808m

30%
20%

£1,000m

£900m

40%

Key
Turnover

0

64%

66%

66%

60%

£1,200m

£1,167m

70%
60,000

programme to increase our portfolio.
Loan balances have increased by £14m
due to the private placement draw down
of £49m at the start of the year, offset
by reductions to bank revolving credit
facilities and syndicated facilities during
the year £35m. At the same time, cash
balances have increased by £25m.

2020

Key
Housing assets (right axis)
Net debt (right axis)
Gearing (left axis)

2021

Our net cashflow from operating
activities is sufficient to cover both
debt interest and capital expenditure
on existing assets, showing that our
core operations are cash generative.
During the year the net cashflow from

operating activities, combined with the
proceeds from sales, was greater than
our development expenditure. This was
due to the slowdown of our development
programme because of the pandemic.

2020
£m

2021
£m

59

60

Net interest paid

(38)

(39)

Improvements to housing properties

(14)

(14)

(1)

2

6

9

Proceeds from asset sales

19

19

First tranche shared ownership sales

23

21

Net movements in borrowings and deposits

59

21

(83)

(45)

24

25

££
60,000

Net cash from operating activities

30,000

Other items

39,860

41,827

40,000

49,501

50,000

Operating cashflow net of debt interest and capex

0
2019
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2020

10,471

14,811

10,000

19,613

20,000

Key
Turnover
Operating Surplus

Development spend
Net cashflow

2021
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Treasury

We have strict targets to ensure that
sufficient liquidity is available to fund
ongoing and planned activities. At 31
March 2021, £869m of funding was
drawn against total facilities of £1,112m
(includes £3m overdraft).

the need to raise new funding. As
detailed in the group cashflow statement,
strong operational cashflow and sales
in the year has more than covered our
development spend and our net debt fell
slightly to £797m (2020: £808m).

Our cash position was strengthened
during the year and at 31 March 2021 we
held undrawn debt facilities of £243m
with £62m of cash immediately available.
This meant that our overall financial
resources increased to £305m. During the
year our liquidity headroom (made up of
undrawn facilities which are fully available
to draw within 48 hours, plus cash on
deposit) has also increased to £258m.

Our loan covenants are predominantly
based upon interest coverage, asset
cover and net debt per unit ratios.
Covenants are regularly monitored
in accordance with our governance
framework and were comfortably met
throughout the year.

This strong liquidity means that all
future committed developments can be
funded from existing facilities, without

The strong and steady cashflow from
our core operating business continues
to secure our A+ (negative) Standard
& Poors rating which was reaffirmed in
October 2020.

2020/21
£m

243

2019/20
£m

265
0

50

100

150

Key
Committed undrawn excuding cash
Cash

45

62

200

250

33
300

350

bpha residents, at home in Milton Keynes
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Value for money

Customer committee

Treasury strategy
Customer objectives and feedback
People Strategy

Remuneration and nominations

12%
10%
8%
6%

Executive leadership

Value and efficiency culture

Project benefits realisation
Value and efficiency culture

4.9%

Business plan delivery

4%
2%

Key
Sector 2020
Peer 2020
bpha actual
bpha target

0%
Sector Upper
Quartile

Budget setting and monitoring

8.5%

Group treasury committee

Asset investment decisions

bpha Mar
22 Target

Audit and risk committee

4.4%

Development and assets committee

bpha Mar
21 Actual

Investment appraisal criteria setting

10.8%

Key value metrics and indicators

bpha Mar
21 Target

Business plan and budget approval

8.1%

Risk appetite setting

bpha Mar
20 Actual

Board

bpha sets targets each year to achieve
value for money. The targets for 2020/21
were prepared before the pandemic
resulted in lockdown restrictions, which
created a more challenging environment
and impacted our performance against
these targets.

5.4%

Setting VfM strategy

2019/20 at 8.1% was between the upper
and middle quartiles for both our peer
group and the sector. This year, due
to lockdown restrictions hampering
spend on new stock and capital repairs
to existing stock, our performance has
reduced to 4.4%. Our target for next year
at 8.5% reflects our plans to catch up on
delayed development.

Peer Lower
Quartile

Overall corporate strategy

Reinvestment % measures our
investment in the acquisition and
development of new properties plus
our investment in maintaining existing
properties as a proportion of the total
value of our housing properties. The
restrictions due to the pandemic have
severely impacted our performance on
reinvestment this year. As a like for like
comparison, our performance during

6.7%

Reinvestment %

Peer Middle
Quartile

Strategic objectives
value for money

9.3%

We generate value through delivering
services to our customers, building
and maintaining quality homes and
supporting thriving communities by
being increasingly efficient.

These measures have been mandated
by the Regulator of Social Housing,
including the definition of the measure,
which sometimes differs to measures
elsewhere in the financial statements
and to our financial covenants.

Peer Upper
Quartile

• Monitoring performance and results.

We have continued to achieve a strong
performance across a range of indicators
despite the impact of the pandemic.
All measures outlined below have
been benchmarked against the sector
as a whole (the sector) and against
a comparable group of 15 housing
associations (peer group) in terms
of size and geography, alongside the
national averages. This comparison
is based on the most recent available
information published by the Regulator
of Social Housing for the year ending
31 March 2020.

Sector Lower
Quartile

• Approving the use of resources through
the budget and business plan;

Value for money
performance

7.2%

• Setting objectives and targets;

After consideration of the core Value
for Money measures set by the Regulator
of Social Housing and of other key
performance indicators, the Board
has concluded that we have been
successful in delivering Value for Money.
Throughout the year the organisation
maintained tight control of costs,
invested in improvements to service
delivery and existing stock and the
delivery of new homes.

Sector Middle
Quartile

The Board takes responsibility for Value
for Money (VfM) by:

10%

Board responsibility

VFM delivery at
departmental level

Senior management

Performance
management

Operational teams

Operational value and efficiency framework
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2.1% new social home supply this year
is above our peer group and sector
middle quartile performance prior to
the pandemic. The target for next year
reflects the delays to our development
schemes during the year which
negatively impacts handovers in the
coming year.

New home supply
(non-social) %

0.80%

63%

bpha actual
bpha target

bpha Mar
22 Target

0.0%

0.11%
bpha Mar
21 Actual

0.07%

0.03%
bpha Mar
20 Actual

bpha Mar
21 Target

0.04%
Peer Lower
Quartile

0.13%

0.00%
Sector Lower
Quartile

Peer Middle
Quartile

0.00%
Sector Middle
Quartile

0.15%

year due to a necessary catchup on
works that could not be completed this
year due to the pandemic, particularly
regarding capitalised major repairs.
Despite the impact of this necessary
catchup, our target for next year remains
comparable with the middle quartile
compared to the sector and to our peers.

£3,918

£3,379

£3,377

£3,153

£4,858

£3,898

£3,297

£2,000

£3,335

£2,500

£3,835

£3,500
£3,000

Key
Sector 2020

£1,500

Peer 2020

£1,000

bpha actual

£500

bpha target
bpha Mar
22 Target

bpha Mar
21 Actual

bpha Mar
21 Target

bpha Mar
20 Actual

Peer Lower
Quartile

Peer Middle
Quartile

£0
Sector Lower
Quartile

bpha Mar
22 Target

bpha Mar
21 Actual

bpha Mar
21 Target

bpha Mar
20 Actual

Peer Lower
Quartile

Peer Middle
Quartile

bpha target

£4,000

Sector Middle
Quartile

63.9%

66.5%

44.7%

46.5%

Key
Sector 2020
Peer 2020

Peer Upper
Quartile

Traditionally, we have been able to
demonstrate a high level of control over
our costs. Our headline social housing
cost per unit has remained well below
sector averages and close to the lower
peer and sector quartile. The headline
social housing cost per unit of £3,379
for the year is in line with our target. We
expect this cost to increase in the coming

£4,500

0%
Sector Lower
Quartile

Headline social housing
cost per unit £

Peer 2020

£5,000

bpha actual
Sector Middle
Quartile

Sector Upper
Quartile

bpha Mar
22 Target

bpha Mar
21 Actual

bpha Mar
21 Target

Peer Lower
Quartile

Peer Middle
Quartile

Peer Upper
Quartile

bpha Mar
20 Actual

of debt. This reflects our objectives of
investing in both new and existing homes,
and we expect this to remain relatively
high compared with others.

10%

Sector Upper
Quartile

0.00%

bpha actual

66%

20%
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55.7%
33%

44%

54.7%

30%

0.10%

£4,864

2.3%

1.4%

1.9%

2.1%

3.0%
0.7%

60%

40%

0.20%

Peer 2020

70%

50%

0.30%

Key
Sector 2020

bpha target

Our level of gearing, measured as the
proportion of debt to the book value of
housing, shows that we are making use of
our assets to raise funds for investment
while maintaining a sustainable level

Key
Sector 2020

0.40%

Sector Upper
Quartile

Gearing %

Sector Middle
Quartile

Sector Upper
Quartile

0%

Sector Lower
Quartile

1.5%

2.4%

1%

0.50%

3.5%

3.8%

4%

2%

0.72%

0.70%
0.60%

3%

housebuilding subsidiary). In the year,
we delivered 20 properties for sale
and we plan to deliver five more in the
coming year.

In line with our strategy we are now
developing housing for sale and have
several schemes which are being
developed by Bushmead Homes (our

Peer Upper
Quartile

The delivery of new affordable homes is
dependent on the timing of development
schemes and may not reflect the level
of investment during the period. During
the year we delivered a further 366
new affordable homes which is 284
less than last year, due to the impact of
the pandemic. Even so, the delivery of

Peer Upper
Quartile

New home supply
(social) %

50

Operating margin (SHL) %

The margin on our social housing lettings
remains broadly consistent and is above

15%

227.3%

10%

42.8%

42.3%

40%

bpha target
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22 Target
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21 Actual

bpha Mar
21 Target

bpha Mar
20 Actual

Peer Lower
Quartile

Peer Middle
Quartile

Peer Upper
Quartile

Peer 2020

Sector Lower
Quartile

Key
Sector 2020

Sector Middle
Quartile

Sector Upper
Quartile

132.7%

151%

143.6%

143.6%

98.8%

50%

bpha actual
bpha target
bpha Mar
22 Target

bpha Mar
21 Actual

bpha Mar
21 Target

bpha Mar
20 Actual

Peer Lower
Quartile

Peer Middle
Quartile

Peer Upper
Quartile

Sector Lower
Quartile

Sector Middle
Quartile

Sector Upper
Quartile

0%

ROCE %

Our return on capital employed is
better than the top quartile for our close
peers and is in line with the top quartile

nationally, reflecting our control of costs
and the effective use of our existing assets
to generate funds for reinvestment.

3.1%
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4%
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0%
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38%

39%
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21 Actual
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20 Actual

Peer Lower
Quartile
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bpha target
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0%
Sector Lower
Quartile

bpha actual
Sector Middle
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Key
Sector 2020

Peer 2020

5%

Sector Upper
Quartile

2%

Key
Sector 2020

19.8%

26.6%

32.4%

10%

18.1%

15%

23.1%

20%

28.6%

30%
25%

33.1%

40.1%

40%
35%

3%

Sector Upper
Quartile

45%

4%

Sector Middle
Quartile

the sector, reflecting our high levels of
efficiency. This measure can be impacted
by the volume of sales arising in the
development programme which may
differ from year to year, but we aim to
ensure that our cost controls free funds
for greater investment in new
and existing homes.

4.4%

5%

Our overall operating margin has fallen
slightly in the year but is better than
our target. This performance reflects
increased operating costs as a result
of a planned investment in people and
technology. This performance remains
comfortably at the top end of the
higher quartile against both peers and

4.4%

Operating margin
(overall) %

bpha actual

0%

142.9%

182.3%
125.9%

100%

Peer 2020

5%

170.3%

150%

Key
Sector 2020

23.8%

20%

250%

28.9%

32.3%

25%

42.2%

39.8%

35%
30%

200%

the top quartile against the sector and
our peer group.

45%
40%

20.8%

lower quartile compared to the sector.
This performance reflects our long-term
track record of delivering new homes
supported by higher gearing. Our target
for next year reflects the need to catch
up capital maintenance which has been
delayed due to the pandemic.

25.7%

EBITDA MRI is a measure of cashflow,
and this shows that our earnings continue
to exceed our interest charges by
a margin, considerably exceeding our
funding covenants. Our performance is
in line with the middle quartile compared
to our peers and between the middle and

Sector Lower
Quartile

EBITDA MRI interest
rate cover %
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Governance report 2021
Our customers are central to everything we
do. Ensuring transparency and strong links
between our customer experience and our
governance and decision making is essential.
As part of our continued drive to ensure this,
the Customer Committee was formed in
October 2020.

The Board provides strategic leadership
to bpha and its subsidiary companies
– setting and upholding its values, while
ensuring it meets its charitable purpose.
The Board is accountable to residents,
regulators and stakeholders.

objectives are in complete alignment
with the Code, including its focus on
accountability to customers and other
stakeholders, its clear commitment to
equality, diversity and inclusion, and its
approach to environmental sustainability.

bpha Limited continued to adopt the
National Housing Federation Code
of Governance 2015 (the Code) and
remained fully compliant with the Code
throughout the year.

During the year the Board met on 11
occasions. Five meetings focused on
reviewing organisational performance,
particularly in relation to finance, health
and safety and risk. Four extraordinary
Board meetings were held between April
and June 2020 in response to Covid. One
meeting focused on budget and business
planning. One meeting was dedicated to
Board training and development.

In 2020 the National Housing Federation
issued a new Code of Governance,
which will be adopted by the Board for
the financial year 2021/22. The Board
considered that its purpose and strategic

The composition and skills
of the Board

The Board is made up of seven nonexecutive members and three executive
members. It regularly reviews its
membership to ensure it has the right mix
of skills, qualifications and experience to
meet strategic commitments and future
challenges. The current membership is

believed to provide a suitable mix
of direct insight and control, balanced
with effective independent challenge.
During the year one executive member
resigned from the Board.

Compliance with
regulatory standards

The Board assessed bpha as fully
compliant with the requirements
of the Regulator of Social Housing’s
Governance and Financial Viability
Standard during the year. We also
successfully retained our G1 rating.

The regrade reflected the Board’s
decision to keep investing in new homes,
as well as our existing portfolio. We
remain confident we have the financial
controls, good governance, and strong
approach to risk management in place
to fully deliver our corporate strategy.

Our Viability Rating was regraded
from V1 to V2, meaning we remain fully
compliant with the regulator’s financial
viability requirements, and that the
regulator has assurance we can deliver
our financial strategy.

bpha Head Office, Bedford
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Board structure

The Board regularly evaluates its
structure in the light of bpha’s strategic
vision and organisational purpose.
A Customer Committee was set up
during the year to ensure our customers’
experience and feedback is more fully
understood by the Board.

Customer Committee

The Customer Committee was established
in October 2020 to ensure customer
experience is at the heart of the Group’s
decision-making processes. It promotes
strong customer engagement and
Board accountability around the delivery
of inclusive customer services aligned to
customer need.
Hearing the resident voice is central
to the committee’s purpose. Resident
Inspector and member of National
Stigma Group, Jackie Barnes, was
invited to address committee members
in January 2021 to give an insight into
her role to check resident views of
completed works and constructively
challenge and help improve bpha’s
services through a customer lens.

Audit and Risk Committee

bpha team members Kevin and Eddie
meeting in Head Office

The Audit and Risk Committee provides
detailed scrutiny and evaluation of risk.
During the year, the Chair of Audit and
Risk Committee led a risk day, attended
by all Board and Executive members. This
considered the risks to strategic delivery
and tested the Group’s risk appetite in
relation to current operating environment.
The Board has overall responsibility
for establishing and maintaining
an appropriate system of internal
control across the Group and for
reviewing its effectiveness. The Audit
and Risk Committee monitors these
arrangements on behalf of the Board
and provides it with regular reports
throughout the year. The system of
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The Board also operates through
four further Committees – Audit and
Risk, Remuneration and Nominations,
Development and Assets and Group
Treasury.

The Customer Committee receives regular
updates from bpha’s Resolve Group.
Resolve is a group of residents who
monitor, scrutinise and challenge bpha’s
performance in relation to complaints
to help improve service delivery. The
Customer Committee reviews bpha’s
self-assessment of compliance with
the Housing Ombudsman’s complaints
handling code and monitors complaint
levels, outcomes and learning points on
a quarterly basis.
The Committee also receives assurances
on the organisation’s compliance
with the Regulator of Social Housing
Consumer Standards.

internal control is designed to manage,
rather than eliminate, the risk of failure to
achieve business objectives. It provides
reasonable, not absolute, assurance
against material misstatement or loss.
Members of the Audit and Risk Committee
exercise oversight over the internal audit
function. They review outputs from the
internal audit programme to ensure the
system of internal control is operating
effectively and that any identified
weaknesses are corrected promptly.
The Audit and Risk Committee oversees
the appointment of external auditors and
has led on procurement of external audit
services for the year ending 2022.
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Remuneration and
Nominations Committee

The Remuneration and Nominations
Committee is responsible for putting an
appropriate strategy in place to ensure
bpha has employees with the skills,
qualifications and expertise to deliver its
corporate strategy. It is also responsible
for ensuring talented employees can be
recruited, developed and retained by
the Group, recognising the value and
importance of equality and diversity.
The Committee has monitored bpha’s
organisational development programme
over the past year, to help align team
and departmental objectives with
longer-term strategic goals.

Development and
Assets Committee

The Development and Asset Committee
considers major investments in both new
and existing homes, ensuring these are
aligned to our corporate strategy, funding
strategy and financial capacity planning.
During the year, the Committee has

A further area of focus has been to
review and receive regular updates
on the organisation’s equality, diversity
and inclusion work and to monitor
the health, safety and wellbeing
of employees – particularly in the
light of the Covid pandemic.
The Committee continues to set the
Group’s principles and parameters
of remuneration policy and lead the
process for Board appointments.

reviewed investment in Project Vista –
bpha’s tower block refurbishment project
– and received specific assurance on
compliance with the Regulator for Social
Housing’s Decent Homes Standard.

Residents socialising at Mill View

Group Treasury Committee

The Group Treasury Committee provides
advice to the Board on the treasury
and financial implications of the Group’s
Corporate Strategy and business plans.
It also considers and recommends

strategies and policies in relation to
areas of treasury management and
provides assurance on specific treasury
proposals and changes.

Subsidiary companies

The Group has one wholly-owned trading
subsidiary, Bushmead Homes Limited.
Bushmead’s role is to support the Group’s
Corporate Strategy in delivering homes for
affordable and private sale.
Bushmead Homes Limited has a 25%
interest in Gog Magog LLP which
develops homes for outright sale and
affordable residential homes for sale
to registered providers on the Ninewells
Site, in south Cambridgeshire. These
joint venture companies provide property
and care services to Oxfordshire and
Gloucestershire County Councils. The care
element is provided through a sub contract
with the other joint venture partner, The
Orders of St John’s Care Trust.
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The Group also has a special purpose
vehicle – bpha Finance plc – which
was established for the purpose
of issuing bonds.
bpha owns a 50% share in the Oxfordshire
Care Partnership and the Gloucestershire
Care Partnership. These joint venture
companies provide property and care
services to Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire
County Councils. The care element is
provided through a sub contract with the
other joint venture partner, The Orders of
St John’s Care Trust.
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Board and committees

Executive Directors

Year ended 31 March 2021

Executive Team Members
Kevin Bolt
Chief Executive Officer

Paul Cook
Director of Property Services
and Compliance (appointed
internally 1 January 2021)

Non-Executive Directors
Paul Leinster
Chair of the Board

Shirley Pointer
Non-Executive Director
and Chair of Remuneration
and Nominations Committee


Julian Pearce
Chief Financial Officer

Anna Humphries
Director of Customers
and Services

Ian Ailles
Senior Independent Director
and Chair of Audit and
Risk Committee

Bob Tattar
Non-Executive Director

Jeff Astle
Executive Director of
Development and Sales

Eddie Kelly
Director of External Affairs
(appointed 29 March 2021)

Paul High
Non-Executive Director
and Chair of Development
and Assets Committee


Katherine Horrell
Non-Executive Director
and Chair of Group
Treasury Committee
(appointed 1 July 2021)

Geraldine O’Sullivan
Non-Executive Director and
Chair of Customer Committee


Martin Hurst
Non-Executive Director and Chair of Group Treasury Committee
(retired 30 June 2021)

Julie Wittich
Executive Director of Assets
(resigned 30 September 2020)

Company Secretary

Committee Members
Philippa Spratley
Company Secretary
Director of Governance
and Compliance (appointed
internally 1 October 2020)

Key
Audit and Risk Committee
Development and Assets Committee
Group Treasury Committee
Remunerations and Nominations Committee
Customer Committee

Adrian Moore
Director of IT

Cliff Broadhurst
Independent Member of Group
Treasury Committee and
Non-Executive Director
Bushmead Homes

Gosia Motler
Director of Strategy and
Corporate Finance (appointed
internally 1 October 2020)

Malcolm Zack
Independent Member of Audit
and Risk Committee

Lindsay Todd
Director of HR and Employee
Engagement (appointed
internally 1 October 2020)

Liz Parsons

Director of Quality and Communications
(resigned 30 September 2020)
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Risk and assurance
Our risk appetite is central
to our risk culture.
Risk appetite is the amount and type
of risk that an organisation is willing to
pursue or retain to achieve its strategic
objectives. Risk appetite discussions,
aligned to strategic decision making,
enable the Board to focus on trade-offs
and set priorities.
Our risk appetite is also used to review our
current risks and consider whether these
are within our appetite. Risks identified as
outside our appetite allow us to consider
whether that risk should be accepted
or further mitigated. Alternatively, risks
identified as outside our appetite may
lead us to revisit our original decision
or to consider whether our risk appetite
is set at an appropriate level.
• bpha puts the health and safety of its
customers and employees ahead of
all other considerations. bpha will take
all reasonably practicable steps to
mitigate health and safety risk;

Cycling at Warburton House
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• bpha wishes to provide a service which
is inclusive to all its customers and
keeps its customers at the centre of its
goals and decisions. bpha prioritises
the interests of its existing and future
customers, whilst acknowledging
there may be either financial and/or
regulatory constraints that could limit
the options that are available in terms
of service offer;

• bpha is committed to both maintaining
homes for its existing customers and
building more homes to house those
in need for which it requires private
finance. bpha has a limited risk appetite
for any activity which may reduce its
ability to raise future funding or which
may make that funding significantly
more expensive;
• In pursuit of its objective to develop
homes, bpha accepts risk associated
with the development and sales process,
provided that the development can
be funded within its financial capacity,
meets acceptable investment return
criteria and has an overall positive long
term impact on its business model.
• To maintain regulatory compliance
and the highest overall standards
of governance, bpha has a very limited
tolerance for any activity which has
the potential to undermine its
governance, compromise its integrity
or damage its reputation with its
customers or wider stakeholders.
• bpha’s approach to diversification
of its business model is cautious.
Diversification will only be considered
where there is a clear alignment
to bpha’s charitable objectives and
where the risk to its existing business
is minimal.

• bpha recognises the potential benefits
of technology in offering new and/or
improved services to its existing and
future customers. bpha will adopt
new technology proactively, once
that technology demonstrates its
effectiveness and value for money,
whilst taking all reasonably practicable
steps to mitigate security and quality
risks arising from its use;
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The Board has identified
four key strategic risks

Economic outlook

Policy change

Capacity and capability

Data and information
management

This reflects the potential impact on
bpha’s strategic objectives of changes in
the external economic environment.

This reflects the potential impact
on bpha’s strategic objectives
of changes in policy at local,
national or international level.

This reflects the potential impact on bpha’s
strategic objectives of lack of capacity and
capability – this could be financial and/or
operational (systems and people).

This reflects the potential impact on
bpha’s strategic objectives of insufficient,
incorrect or insecure data in an
increasingly digitalised world.

Key influences

Key influences

Key influences

Key influences

Strategic risk
Strategic risks are risks that
affect bpha’s long term
strategic objectives. Strategic
risks are identified by the
Board and monitored through
Audit and Risk Committee.

• Increases in bad debts leading to loss
of income;

• Changes in local housing policy leading
to increases in empty homes;

• Decreases in house prices or reduced
demand for sale properties reduces
income and increases holding costs;

• Social Housing rent cut leading to
reduced income;

• Rising costs and a requirement to
maintain a high operating margin to
support existing debt levels restrict
resource capacity;

• Failure to implement modern data
systems leading to poor value for
money services;

Operational risk
Operational risks are risks that
impact the day to day issues
that bpha is confronted with as
it strives to deliver its strategic
objectives. Operational
risks are indentified by the
operational management and
monitored by the Executive
Leadership Team and Audit
and Risk Committee.

• Inflation assumptions impact
pension costs;

Strategic and
operational risk

• Inflationary pressure on materials
and labour increases costs;

• Property revalued as a result of price
crash leaving insufficient collateral to
support future funding for development;
• Increases in income as a result
of rental income tied to inflation.

• Changes in national policy leading
to increased expenditure
(e.g environmental targets, health
and safety requirements, increases
in taxation);

• High gearing levels driving hurdle rates
reduces development competitiveness;

• Poor customer service caused
by information being unavailable
or incorrect;

• Reduced ability to raise future finance
due to reduced credit metrics;

• Data integrity challenges leading to
errors/poor analysis/service failures;

• No or reduced pipeline for
development due to changes in
development policy (Section 106;
first homes; planning);

• House price falls reduce asset cover;
• Shortage of available skills in market
place leading to increased employment
costs/loss of best employees to other
organisations;

• Cyber attack – ransom demands,
data losses, system corruption;

• Increased grant funding due to
prioritisation of agendas for social
housing and environmental changes.

• New ways of working post pandemic
requiring new skills that the organisation
needs to acquire/develop;
• Reduced migratory workforce post
Brexit reduces available skills and
drives up cost;

bpha rigorously stress tests
its business plan using
identified strategic and
operational risks, and uses
lead and lag indicators to
monitor emerging risk and
to trigger mitigating actions.

• Organisational digital management
skills – poor in some areas, inconsistent
in some others;
• Better data drives improved
business decisions;
• Improved technology improves
value and service delivery.

• Increases in unemployment reduce
labour costs and increase availability
of labour.

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

Lead indictors
• Mortgage approvals and deposit
requirements

Lead indictors
• Government and regulatory
announcements

Lead indictors
• Business planning and liquidity
headroom

Lead indictors
• Attack vectors (e.g. phishing
emails/external firewall attacks)

• House prices and transaction numbers

• Green papers

• Availability and lead time of materials

• Security warnings

• National GDP

• Changes in legislation

• Employee annual and mid-year reviews

• Data inaccuracy and reporting

• Consumer spending

• Government ambitions – election
manifestos

• Increase in customer complaints

Lag indicators
• Data breach

• Local economy
• Unemployment levels
Lag indicators
• Unsold stock
• Sales and development income

Lag indicators
• Planning permission lead times

Lag indicators
• Operating margin

• System disruption and data loss

• Staff turnover
• Financial metrics – gearing/EBITBA/
cost of capital

• % Arrears
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bpha uses an assurance
framework, aligned to the
three lines model.

Our assurance framework identifies,
rationalises and consolidates multiple
sources of assurance and facilitates
swift escalation of issues to the Board
and senior management where required.
The framework follows the three lines
model to provide assurance over the

management of risks. bpha rigorously
stress tests its business plan using
identified strategic and operational
risks, and uses lead and lag indicators
to monitor emerging risk and to trigger
mitigating actions

Board
Accountability to stakeholders for organisational oversight

Management
Actions (including managing risk)
to achieve organisational objectives
First line roles:
Provision of products/services
to clients; managing risk

Key:

Accountability, reporting

Second line roles:
Expertise, support, monitoring and
challenge on risk related matters

Delegation, direction,
resources, oversight

Internal audit
Independent assurance

Third line roles:
Independent and objective
assurance and advice on
all matters related to the
achievement of objectives

External assurance providers

Governing body roles: integrity, leadership and transparency

Alignment, communication
coordination, collaboration

Source: The Institute of Internal Auditors – Three Lines Model

bpha homes Sharnbrook, Bedfordshire
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Statement of Board’s responsibilities in
respect of the Board’s report and the
financial statements

The Board is responsible for preparing the
Board’s Report and the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and regulations
Co-operative and Community Benefit
Society law requires the Board to
prepare financial statements for each
financial year. Under those regulations
the Board have elected to prepare the
financial statements in accordance
with UK Accounting Standards, including
FRS 102 The Financial Reporting
Standard applicable in the UK and
Republic of Ireland.
The financial statements are required by
law to give a true and fair view of the state
of affairs of the group and the association
and of the income and expenditure of the
group and the association for that period.
In preparing these financial statements,
the Board is required to:
•S
 elect suitable accounting policies and
then apply them consistently;
•M
 ake judgements and estimates that
are reasonable and prudent;
•S
 tate whether applicable UK Accounting
Standards and the Statement of
Recommended Practice have been
followed, subject to any material
departures disclosed and explained in
the financial statements;
•A
 ssess the group’s and the association’s
ability to continue as a going concern,
disclosing, as applicable, matters related
to going concern; and
• Use the going concern basis
of accounting unless it either intends
to liquidate the group or the association
or to cease operations, or has no
realistic alternative but to do so.

Northstowe, Cambridgeshire
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The Board is responsible for keeping
proper books of account that disclose
with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of the association and
enable them to ensure that its financial
statements comply with the Co-operative
and Community Benefit Societies Act
2014, the Housing and Regeneration
Act 2008 and the Accounting Direction
for Private Registered Providers of
Social Housing 2019. It is responsible for
such internal control as it determines
is necessary to enable the preparation

of financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error, and has general
responsibility for taking such steps as are
reasonably open to it to safeguard the
assets of the association and to prevent
and detect fraud and other irregularities.
The Board is responsible for the
maintenance and integrity of the
corporate and financial information
included on the association’s website.
Legislation in the UK governing the
preparation and dissemination of
financial statements may differ from
legislation in other jurisdictions.
Statement as to Disclosure of
Information to Auditors
The Directors who held office at the
date of approval of this Board’s Report
confirm that, so far as they are each
aware, there is no relevant information
of which the association’s auditors are
unaware, and each Director has taken
steps that they ought to have taken as
a Director to make themselves aware
of any relevant information and to
establish that the association’s auditors
are aware of this information.
Auditors
A resolution to reappoint KPMG LLP as
auditors of the association for a second
term of three years was approved by
Board on 4 July 2018.
Approval of Report
The Report of the Board, including
the Strategic Report and Governance
Report, was approved by the Board
on 21 July 2021 and signed on its
behalf by:

Philippa Spratley
Company Secretary
21 July 2021
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Independent auditor’s report to bpha
Opinion

We have audited the financial statements
of BPHA (“the association”) for the year
ended 31 March 2021 which comprise the
BPHA Group and Association Statement
of Comprehensive income, the BPHA
Group and Association Statement of
Financial Position, the Group Cash Flow
Statement, the Group and Association
Statement of Changes in Equity and
related notes, including the accounting
policies in note 2.
In our opinion the financial statements:
• Give a true and fair view, in accordance
with UK accounting standards, including
FRS 102 The Financial Reporting

Basis for opinion

Going concern
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We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing
(UK) (“ISAs (UK)”) and applicable law. Our
responsibilities are described below. We
have fulfilled our ethical responsibilities
under, and are independent of the group

Standard applicable in the UK and
Republic of Ireland, of the state of affairs
of the group and the association as
at 31 March 2021 and of the income
and expenditure of the group and the
association for the year then ended;
• Comply with the requirements of the
Co-operative and Community Benefit
Societies Act 2014; and
• Have been prepared in accordance
with the Housing and Regeneration Act
2008 and the Accounting Direction for
Private Registered Providers of Social
Housing 2019.

and the association in accordance with,
UK ethical requirements including the FRC
Ethical Standard. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is a sufficient
and appropriate basis for our opinion.

The association’s Board has prepared
the financial statements on the going
concern basis as they do not intend to
liquidate the group or the association
or to cease their operations, and as they
have concluded that the group’s and the
association’s financial position means that
this is realistic. They have also concluded
that there are no material uncertainties
that could have cast significant doubt
over their ability to continue as a going
concern for at least a year from the date
of approval of the financial statements
(“the going concern period”).

Our conclusions based on this work:

In our evaluation of the Board’s
conclusions, we considered the inherent
risks to the group’s business model and
analysed how those risks might affect
the group’s and the association’s financial
resources or ability to continue operations
over the going concern period.

However, as we cannot predict all future
events or conditions and as subsequent
events may result in outcomes that
are inconsistent with judgements that
were reasonable at the time they were
made, the above conclusions are not
a guarantee that the group or the
association will continue in operation.

• We consider that the Board’s use of the
going concern basis of accounting in the
preparation of the financial statements
is appropriate;
• We have not identified, and concur with
the Board’s assessment that there is
not, a material uncertainty related to
events or conditions that, individually or
collectively, may cast significant doubt
on the group’s and the association’s
ability to continue as a going concern
for the going concern period.

Fraud and breaches
of laws and regulations
– ability to detect

To identify risks of material misstatement
due to fraud (“fraud risks”) we assessed
events or conditions that could indicate an
incentive or pressure to commit fraud or
provide an opportunity to commit fraud.
Our risk assessment procedures included:
• Enquiring of the Board, the audit and
risk committee, internal audit as to
the Group’s high-level policies and
procedures to prevent and detect fraud,
including the internal audit function, and
the Group’s channel for “whistleblowing”,
as well as whether they have knowledge
of any actual, suspected or alleged fraud.
•R
 eading Board, audit and risk
committee minutes.
•U
 sing analytical procedures to identify
any unusual or unexpected relationships.
•O
 btaining a copy of the Group’s
fraud register.
We communicated identified fraud risks
throughout the audit team and remained
alert to any indications of fraud throughout
the audit.
As required by auditing standards,
and taking into account possible
pressures to meet loan covenants and
regulatory performance targets, we
perform procedures to address the risk
of management override of controls
and the risk of fraudulent revenue
recognition, in particular the risk that
income from property sales and nonsocial housing income is recorded in the
wrong period and the risk that Group
management may be in a position to
make inappropriate accounting entries.
We did not identify any additional
fraud risks.
In determining the audit procedures
we took into account the results of our
evaluation and testing of the operating
effectiveness of some of the Group-wide
fraud risk management controls

We also performed procedures including:
• Identifying journal entries and other
adjustments to test based on risk
criteria and comparing the identified
entries to supporting documentation.
These included those posted to
unusual accounts.
•E
 valuating whether revenue transactions
posting in the final month of the year
should have been recorded before or
after year end.
Identifying and responding to risks
of material misstatement due to noncompliance with laws and regulations
We identified areas of laws and regulations
that could reasonably be expected to
have a material effect on the financial
statements from our general commercial
and sector experience, and through
discussion with the directors and other
management (as required by auditing
standards), and discussed with the
directors and other management the
policies and procedures regarding
compliance with laws and regulations.
We communicated identified laws
and regulations throughout our team
and remained alert to any indications
of non-compliance throughout the audit.
The potential effect of these laws and
regulations on the financial statements
varies considerably.
The Group is subject to laws and
regulations that directly affect the financial
statements including financial reporting
legislation (including related co-operative
& community benefit society legislation),
taxation legislation, pensions legislation
and specific disclosures required by
housing legislation and we assessed the
extent of compliance with these laws and
regulations as part of our procedures on
the related financial statement items.
Whilst the Group is subject to many other
laws and regulations, we did not identify
any others where the consequences
of non-compliance alone could have
a material effect on amounts or
disclosures in the financial statements.
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Other information

Matters on which we
are required to report
by exception

Board’s responsibilities

The Association’s Board is responsible
for the other information, which
comprises the Board’s Annual Report.
Our opinion on the financial statements
does not cover the other information
and, accordingly, we do not express an
audit opinion or any form of assurance
conclusion thereon.

Our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider
whether, based on our financial
statements audit work, the information
therein is materially misstated or
inconsistent with the financial statements
or our audit knowledge. Based solely on
that work, we have not identified material
misstatements in the other information.

Auditor’s responsibilities

Under the Co-operative and Community
Benefit Societies Act 2014 we are required
to report to you if, in our opinion:

• The financial statements are not in
agreement with the association’s books
of account; or

The purpose of our audit
work and to whom we owe
our responsibilities

• The association has not kept proper
books of account; or

• We have not received all the information
and explanations we need for our audit.

• The association has not maintained
a satisfactory system of control over
its transactions; or

We have nothing to report in
these respects.

As explained more fully in their statement
set out on page 67, the association’s
Board is responsible for: the preparation
of financial statements which give a true
and fair view; such internal control as it
determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error; assessing

the group and the association’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing,
as applicable, matters related to going
concern; and using the going concern
basis of accounting unless it either intends
to liquidate the group or the association
or to cease operations, or has no realistic
alternative but to do so.

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue our opinion in
an auditor’s report. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but does not
guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs (UK) will always
detect a material misstatement when it

exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud
or error and are considered material
if, individually or in aggregate, they could
reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of the financial statements.
A fuller description of our responsibilities
is provided on the FRC’s website at
www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities.

This report is made solely to the
association in accordance with section
87 of the Co-operative and Community
Benefit Societies Act 2014 and section
128 of the Housing and Regeneration
Act 2008. Our audit work has been
undertaken so that we might state to
the association those matters we are
required to state to it in an auditor’s
report and for no other purpose. To the
fullest extent permitted by law, we do
not accept or assume responsibility to
anyone other than the association for
our audit work, for this report, or for the
opinions we have formed.

Harry Mears
For and on behalf of KPMG LLP,
Statutory Auditor
Chartered Accountants
15 Canada Square, Canary Wharf,
London E14 5GL
23 July 2021
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bpha group statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 March 2021

bpha group statement of financial position
at 31 March 2021

Note

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

Turnover

3

131,564

126,727

126,254

125,174

Cost of sales

3

(13,685)

(9,789)

(12,946)

(12,946)

Operating costs

3

(66,593)

(66,356)

(60,802)

(60,751)

Gain on disposal of tangible fixed assets

3,10

6,917

6,917

7,011

7,011

Valuation gain on investment properties

3,13

1,321

1,321

863

863

Note

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

12

1,251,004

1,251,173

1,227,936

1,227,936

13, 29

16,769

35,282

15,633

34,146

28,563

28,563

30,454

30,454

-

-

-

-

1,296,336

1,315,018

1,274,023

1,292,536

Fixed assets
Housing properties and other fixed assets
Fixed asset investments
HomeBuy loans receivable
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Investment in associates

Current assets

Operating surplus

3

59,524

58,820

60,380

59,351

Properties for sale and work in progress

12

37,678

24,422

43,307

28,433

Trade and other debtors

14

6,199

7,525

8,186

7,345

Short term investments

15

Cash and cash equivalents
Interest receivable and similar income

7

548

534

710

648

Interest payable and similar charges

8

(34,988)

(34,988)

(33,363)

(33,363)

20

12,526

12,526

(9,712)

(9,712)

-

1,228

-

632

37,610

38,120

18,015

17,556

11

-

-

-

-

9,23

37,610

38,120

18,015

17,556

Movement in fair value of financial instruments
Gift aid

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

16

Net current assets
Surplus before tax
Tax on surplus on ordinary activities

Surplus for the year

Total assets less current liabilities

Actuarial (losses)/gains on pension scheme

21

(10,363)

(10,363)

1,971

1,971

Other comprehensive income for the year

23

(10,363)

(10,363)

1,971

1,971

17

23

27,247

27,757

19,986
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Philippa Spratley
Company Secretary

121,194

102,537

111,257

92,249

(51,625)

(51,532)

(42,792)

(42,683)

69,569

51,005

68,465

49,566

1,365,905

1,366,023

1,342,488

1,342,102

(962,047)

(963,379)

(958,118)

(959,456)

20

(49,125)

(49,125)

(67,560)

(67,560)

Pension liability

21

(36,007)

(36,007)

(25,331)

(25,331)

(1,047,179)

(1,048,511)

(1,051,009)

(1,052,347)

318,726

317,512

291,479

289,755

Capital and reserves
Called up share capital

22

-

-

-

-

Revenue reserve

23

318,726

317,512

291,479

289,755

318,726

317,512

291,479

289,755

Total funds

Julian Pearce
Chief Financial Officer

19,097
37,374

19,527

The format of the prior year comparative has been
amended to reflect a fairer allocation of overheads
between activities.

Kevin Bolt
Chief Executive Officer

19,097
40,667

Other provisions

Net assets
Total comprehensive income for the year

11,847
58,743

Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year
Other creditors

Other comprehensive income

11,847
65,470

Kevin Bolt
Chief Executive Officer

Julian Pearce
Chief Financial Officer

Philippa Spratley
Company Secretary
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Group cash flow statement
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Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Cash Flows from Operating Activities (continued)
Note

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

Cash flows from operating activities
Surplus for the year

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

Disposal of tangible fixed assets

18,497

18,497

18,536

18,536

Proceeds from sale of 1st Tranche Shared Ownership

21,364

16,733

23,293

23,293

Investment in joint arrangements

2,428

-

3,011

-

Note

Cash flows from investing activities
a

27,247

27,757

19,986

19,527

Adjustments for:
Depreciation and impairment
Cost of Fixed Asset Sold
Proceeds from sale of tangible fixed assets
1st Tranche Shared Ownership surplus
Change in value of investment property
Interest receivable and similar income
Interest payable and similar charges
Movement in fair value of financial instruments
Internal Development On-Costs
Amortisation of government grant

20,967

20,967

18,940

18,940

9,213

9,213

9,647

9,647

(18,497)

(18,497)

(18,536)

(18,536)

(7,679)

(6,944)

(10,346)

(10,346)

(1,321)

(1,321)

(863)

(863)

(548)

(534)

(710)

(648)

33,505

33,505

32,434

32,434

(12,526)

(12,526)

9,712

9,712

(1,762)

(1,766)

(3,698)

(3,698)

Interest received

548

534

710

648

(593)

(593)

(2,170)

(2,170)

Capitalised repairs of housing properties

(13,570)

(13,570)

(14,063)

(14,063)

Purchase and development of housing properties

(45,556)

(43,119)

(84,061)

(81,563)

144

144

1,410

1,410

(16,738)

(21,374)

(53,334)

(53,909)

Acquisition of tangible fixed assets (Non Property)

Proceeds from the receipt of government grants

Net cash from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Net movement on borrowings

13,986

13,334

67,931

67,302

(39,320)

(38,671)

(38,734)

(37,952)

Mark To Market Collateral Movement

8,210

8,210

(9,300)

(9,300)

Net cash withdrawal from short term deposits and investments

(959)

(959)

(18)

(18)

Defined benefit contributions

(556)

(556)

(1,179)

(1,179)

f

(18,639)

(18,642)

18,700

18,853

g=d+e+f

24,803

21,369

24,048

24,111

40,667

37,374

16,619

13,263

65,470

58,743

40,667

37,374

(448)

(448)

(382)

(382)

20,904

21,649

36,198

36,260

(Increase) in trade and other debtors

(590)

(303)

(1,278)

(81)

Increase in trade and other creditors

1,387

1,050

4,103

3,788

11,232

11,232

(327)

(327)

Net cash from financing activities

c

12,029

11,979

2,498

3,380

d=a+b+c

60,180

61,385

58,682

59,167

b

Pension liability provision

Increase/(decrease)
Net cash from operating activities

Interest paid

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents b/f

Cash and cash equivalents c/f
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e

27
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bpha group statement of changes in equity
for year ended 31 March 2021

Group

Notes to the financial statements
for year ended 31 March 2021

Note

Balance at 31 March 2019

Called up
share capital
£’000

Revenue
reserve
£’000

Total
equity
£’000

-

271,493

271,493

Total comprehensive income for the 2019/20 year
Surplus for the year

-

18,015

18,015

Actuarial gains on pension scheme

-

1,971

1,971

Balance at 31 March 2020

-

291,479

291,479

Total comprehensive income for the 2020/21 year
Surplus for the year

-

37,610

37,610

Actuarial gains on pension scheme

-

(10,363)

(10,363)

Balance at 31 March 2021

-

318,726

318,726

Called up
share capital
£’000

Revenue
reserve
£’000

Total
equity
£’000

-

270,228

270,228

Surplus for the year

-

17,556

17,556

Actuarial gains on pension scheme

-

1,971

1,971

Association

Balance at 31 March 2019

Note

Total comprehensive income for the 2019/20 year

Balance at 31 March 2020

-

289,755

289,755

Total comprehensive income for the 2020/21 year
Surplus for the year

-

38,120

38,120

Actuarial gains on pension scheme

-

(10,363)

(10,363)

Balance at 31 March 2021

-

317,512

317,512
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1. Legal Status
bpha Limited (the association) is registered under the
Cooperative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014
Register (No:26751R) and is registered with the Regulator
of Social Housing (RSH) (No:LH 3887) as a social landlord.
It is a public benefit entity.
2. Principal Accounting Policies
Basis of Consolidation
The association is the ultimate parent undertaking for the
group and has prepared consolidated financial statements
as there are two subsidiaries, bpha Finance plc and
Bushmead Homes Limited, that are considered to be material
components of the Group. The group ﬁnancial statements
consolidate the accounts of the association and all of its
subsidiaries at 31 March 2021.
Subsidiary financial statements are prepared for the same
reporting periods as the association, using consistent
accounting policies. Intra-group balances and transactions,
including unrealised profits arising from intra-group
transactions, are eliminated in full on consolidation.
Basis of Accounting
The financial statements of the group and association
are prepared under the historical cost convention and,
in accordance with Financial Reporting Standard 102 (FRS
102) which is the applicable financial reporting standard
in the UK and Republic of Ireland and the Statement of
Recommended Practice: Accounting by Registered Social
Housing Providers Update 2018 (SORP 2018), and comply
with the Accounting Direction for Private Registered
Providers of Social Housing 2019.
As required in the updates to the FRS, SORP and Accounting
Direction, operating surplus now includes any profit or loss
on the sale of property, plant and equipment, investment
property and intangible assets. Any future profit or loss
on the disposal of a discontinued operation would be
excluded from operating surplus and explanations of the
discontinuation would be made in the notes to the accounts.

Going Concern
The financial statements have been prepared on a going
concern basis which the Board considers to be appropriate
for the following reasons.
The Board has prepared cash flow forecasts covering a
period of 12 months from the date of approval of these
financial statements (the going concern period) which
indicate that, taking account of severe but plausible
downsides, the Group and Association will have sufficient
funds to meet their liabilities as they fall due for that period.
In addition, the Board prepares a 30-year business plan
which is updated and approved on an annual basis. The
most recent business plan was approved in June 2021 by
the Board.
As well as considering the impact of a number of scenarios
on the business plan the Board also adopted a stress
testing framework against the base plan. The stress testing
impacts were measured against loan covenants and peak
borrowing levels compared to agreed facilities, with potential
mitigating actions identified to reduce expenditure. Following
the outbreak of Covid-19 the Board has undertaken a series
of further scenario testing including severe but plausible
downsides in the worst-case assessment, including property
market and rent collection scenarios.
The Board, after reviewing the Group and Association
budgets for 2021/22 and the Group’s medium term
financial position as detailed in the cash flow forecasts and
30-year business plan, including changes arising from the
Covid-19 pandemic, is of the opinion that, taking account of
severe but plausible downsides, the Group and Association
have adequate resources to continue to meet their liabilities
over the going concern period.
The Board believes the Group and Association have
sufficient funding in place and expect the Group to be in
compliance with its debt covenants even in severe but
plausible downside scenarios.
Consequently, the Board is confident that the Group and
Association will have sufficient funds to continue to meet
their liabilities as they fall due for at least 12 months from
the date of approval of the financial statements and
therefore have prepared the financial statements on a
going concern basis.
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Judgements in applying accounting policies
and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In preparing the financial statements management have
made a number of judgements and estimates in relation
to the treatment of certain items, which include:
Capitalisation of property development and other costs:
distinguishing the point at which a potential property
development project is more likely than not to go ahead.
This forms the basis for capitalisation of associated
development and other costs.
Allocation of costs for mixed tenure developments: costs
incurred in the development of schemes are usually directly
attributable to specific tenures in line with contractual
agreements. In cases where total scheme costs have
to be allocated between tenures, this is done on a floor
area basis.
Financial instruments: determining the categorisation
of financial instruments as basic or other and, if hedge
effective, whether or not to adopt hedge accounting.
Useful lives of depreciable assets: fixed assets are
depreciated over their useful lives taking into account
estimated residual values. Further details are set out
in the accounting policy notes below.
Evaluation of pension liability: the pension plan liabilities are
based upon assumptions and the assets are also estimated
based upon actual performance over the first nine months
of the year.
Impairment: details of judgements in relation to impairment
are set out in the accounting policy note below.
In certain areas, in exercising judgement or making
estimates, management has taken account of the advice
of independent qualified parties who provide technical
expertise and/or valuations. In the event that management
feel it appropriate to apply a different valuation to that
of the independent advisors then attention will be drawn
to this within the financial statements.
Key areas where management take account of
independent third-party advice in determining valuations
include the following:
• Investment properties – refer to note 13
• Financial instruments – refer to note 20
• Pension costs and fund valuation – refer to note 21
Impairment
The carrying amounts of the association’s assets, other than
investment property, are reviewed at each reporting date
to determine whether there is any indication of impairment.
If any such indication exists, then the asset’s recoverable
amount is estimated. The recoverable amount of an asset
or cash-generating unit is the greater of its value in use
and its fair value less costs to sell. In assessing value in use,
the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their
present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects
current market assessments of the time value of money
and the risks specific to the asset. Additionally, because the
association’s assets are held for their service potential, the
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depreciated replacement cost is also considered as part
of the impairment review. For the purpose of impairment
testing, assets that cannot be tested individually are
grouped together into the smallest group of assets that
generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely
independent of the cash inflows of other assets or groups
of assets (the “cash-generating unit” or “CGU”).
The calculation of the recoverable amount for impairment
testing, including the depreciated replacement cost of
housing properties held for social benefit, is an accounting
estimate that may have a significant risk of causing
a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities within the next financial year.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount
of an asset or its CGU exceeds its estimated recoverable
amount. Impairment losses are recognised in the Statement
of Comprehensive Income.
Joint arrangements
Joint arrangements are those contractual undertakings in
which the group exercises joint control over the operating
and financial policies of the arrangement. Where the joint
arrangement is carried out through a legal entitiy, it is
treated as a jointly controlled entity. Joint arrangements
are held as fixed asset investments, shown at cost, less any
amounts written-off.
Where the group has entered into a contractual
arrangement that is classed as a jointly controlled entity,
the jointly controlled entity is accounted for using the equity
method, which reflects the group’s share of the profit or
loss, other comprehensive income and equity of the jointly
controlled entity.
Turnover
Turnover comprises rental and service charge income
receivable (net of void losses), first tranche sales of shared
ownership properties, sales of properties built for sale,
supporting people income, fees, and other services included
at the invoiced value (excluding VAT where applicable)
of goods and services supplied in the year, amortisation
of deferred capital grants, and other revenue grants
receivable. It also includes, in accordance with FRS 102,
amortisation of Social Housing Grant (SHG) by applying the
accrual model such that deferred grant income is released
as income over the life of the asset. Revenue grants are
recognised when the conditions for receipt of agreed grant
funding have been met.
Rental income is recognised from the point when properties
under development reach practical completion or otherwise
become available for letting. Income from property sales is
recognised at the point of legal completion of the sale.
Cost of sales
Included within operating costs are costs relating to newly
developed properties sold in the year. These costs include
expenditure incurred during the course of development
of those properties, including capitalised interest, direct
overheads, marketing and other incidental costs incurred
during the course of sale of those properties.

Improvements to existing properties
The amount of expenditure incurred which relates to an
improvement, which is defined as delivering an increase
in the net rental stream or the life of a component, is
capitalised. Expenditure incurred on other major repairs,
cyclical and day-to-day repairs to housing properties is
charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the
period in which it is incurred.
Leased assets
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to
the Statement of Comprehensive Income on a straight line
basis over the lease term. The aggregate benefits of lease
incentives are recognised as a reduction to the expense
recognised over the lease term on a straight line basis.
Value Added Tax
The association charges Value Added Tax (VAT) on
some of its income and is able to recover part of the VAT
it incurs on expenditure. The Statement of Comprehensive
Income includes VAT to the extent that this is suffered by
the association and not recoverable from HM Revenue
& Customs.
Interest payable
Interest payable is capitalised on borrowings to finance
developments to the extent that it accrues in respect of the
period of development. Capitalised interest is calculated
on borrowings of the association as a whole to the extent
that they can be deemed to be financing the development
programme. Other interest payable is charged to the
Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year.
Corporation Tax
The association has charitable status and is not subject
to Corporation Tax on surpluses arising as a result of,
or earned in furtherance of, its charitable objectives.
The association is considered to pass the tests set out in
Paragraph 1 Schedule 6 Finance Act 2010 and therefore
it meets the definition of a charitable company for UK
Corporation Tax purposes. Accordingly, the association
is potentially exempt from taxation in respect of income
or capital gains received within categories covered by
Chapter 3 Part 11 Corporation Tax Act 2010 or Section
256 of the Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992, to the
extent that such income or gains are applied exclusively
to charitable purposes.
The association has a number of subsidary companies,
some of which do not have charitable status and which
therefore are subject to Corporation Tax. For these entities,
the charge for Corporation Tax is based on the result
for the period and takes into account deferred taxation.
Deferred taxation is provided on differences between the
treatment of certain items for taxation and accounting
purposes, unless it is probable that the difference will not
reverse in the foreseeable future.
Housing properties and other tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Cost
includes the cost of acquiring land and buildings, directly
attributable development costs, interest at the average cost

of borrowing for the development period, and expenditure
incurred in respect of improvements. Improvements are works
which result in an increase in the net rental income, such as a
reduction in future maintenance costs, or result in a significant
extension of the useful economic life of the property in the
business. Only the direct overhead costs associated with new
developments or improvements are capitalised.
Housing properties are principally properties available for
rent and properties subject to shared ownership leases.
Properties under construction are stated at cost within fixed
assets and are transferred into housing properties when
completed. The costs of shared ownership properties under
construction are split proportionately between current
and fixed assets; the proportion relating to expected first
tranche sales is classed as a current asset and the remaining
element is classed as a fixed asset which is transferred into
housing properties when completed.
Land donated by local authorities and others is added to
cost at the market value of the land at the time of donation.
Depreciation
The association separately identifies the major components
which comprise its housing properties and charges
depreciation so as to write down the cost of each component
to its estimated residual value on a straight line basis over its
estimated useful life. The group believes that the lives used
are reasonable based on their experience. The most material
assumption is the lives of housing property components:
these were determined in 2010 when component accounting
was first adopted and are reviewed periodically. Where
a component is replaced, any residual carrying value is
fully written off in the year of replacement, and the cost
of the replacement component is capitalised.
Care home properties are depreciated over the length
of the related lease agreements.
Major components are treated as separable assets and
depreciated over their expected useful economic lives as
detailed below:

Assets
Structure
Kitchens
Bathrooms
Heating Systems – Boilers
Heating Systems – Radiators
Roofs
Windows and Doors
Electrics
Lift – Refurbishment
Lift – Renewal

Years
100
20
30
12
30
60
30
30
20
60

Freehold land is not depreciated.
Furniture and equipment are depreciated on a straight line
basis over the expected economic useful lives of the assets,
which range between two and ten years. Long leasehold
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offices are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable
value. Short leasehold offices are depreciated on a straight
line basis over the life of the lease.
Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are
reviewed if there is an indication of a significant change since
the last annual reporting date in the pattern by which the
group expects to consume an asset’s future economic benefits
Investment properties
Investment properties consist of commercial properties
and other properties not held for social benefit or for use
in the business. Investment properties are measured at
cost on initial recognition and subsequently at fair value
at the year end date, with changes in fair value recognised
in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. Fair value is
determined annually by appropriately qualified external
valuers and is derived from current market rents and
investment property yields for comparable properties,
adjusted if necessary for any difference in the nature,
location or condition of the specific asset. No depreciation
is provided on investment properties.
Concessionary loans
A concessionary loan is a loan made or received between
a public benefit entity or an entity within a public benefit
entity group and another party:
(a) at below the prevailing market rate of interest;
(b) that is not repayable on demand; and
(c) is for the purposes of furthering the objectives of the
public benefit entity or public benefit entity parent.
These loans are measured at the amount advanced
at the inception of the loan less amounts received and
any provisions for impairment. Any associated grant is
recognised as deferred income until the loan is redeemed.
The association has a number of arrangements that are
considered to be concessionary loans:
HomeBuy and other similar schemes – Under a HomeBuy
scheme, the association received a HomeBuy grant
representing a percentage of the open market purchase
price of a property in order to advance interest free or low
interest loans to a homebuyer. The loans advanced by the
association meet the definition of concessionary loans and
are shown as fixed assets investments on the Statement
of Financial Position. The HomeBuy grant provided by the
Government to fund all or part of a HomeBuy loan has
been classified as a deferred income creditor, due in more
than one year.
In the event that the property is sold, the association recovers
the equivalent loaned percentage value of the property at the
time of the sale. The grant is reclassified to Recycled Capital
Grant Fund when the loans are redeemed up to the amount
of the original grant and to the extent the proceeds permit.
The association is able to retain any surplus proceeds less
sale costs attributable to the equivalent loaned percentage
share of the value of the property. If there is a fall in the value
of the property the shortfall of proceeds is offset against the
grant creditor.
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Rent and service charge agreements – The association
has made arrangement with individuals and households
for arrears payments of rent and service charges. These
arrangements are effectively loans granted at nil interest rate.
Properties for sale
Properties held for sale including shared ownership
properties and property under construction are stated at
the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost comprises
materials, direct labour and direct development overheads.
Net realisable value is based on estimated sales price after
allowing for all further costs of completion and disposal.
Basic financial instruments
Tenant arrears, trade and other debtors – Recognised
initially at transaction price. Tenants and other debtors
that are collected through the administration of payment
plans or over an agreed finite period of time are discounted
to determine their net present value with a subsequent
impairment evaluation undertaken and resultant impact
recorded in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Trade and other creditors – Recognised initially at transaction
price. If the arrangement constitutes a financing transaction,
for example if payment is deferred beyond normal
business terms, then it is measured at the present value
of future payments discounted at a market rate for
a similar debt instrument.
Interest-bearing borrowings classified as basic
financial instruments – Recognised initially at fair value
less attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial
recognition, interest-bearing borrowings are stated at
amortised cost using the effective interest rate method,
less any impairment losses. Where the group has incurred
a premium or discount on its bond issues, the balance
is shown net against the associated bond liability and
is charged over the term of the debt using the effective
interest rate method.
Investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities and
associates – Recognised at transaction price including
attributable transaction costs.
Cash and cash equivalents – Comprise cash balances and
call deposits. Bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand
and form an integral part of the group’s cash management
are included as a component of cash and cash equivalents
for the purpose only of the cash flow statement.
Current asset investments
Current asset investments are stated at market value and
include mark to market collateral deposits and investments.
Liquid resources
Liquid resources are readily disposable current asset
investments. They include some money market deposits
held for more than 24 hours that can only be withdrawn,
without penalty, on maturity or by giving notice of more
than one working day.

Social housing and other grant
Social housing grants received in relation to assets that are
presented at deemed cost at the date of transition to FRS
102 have been accounted for using the performance model
as required by SORP. In applying this model, such grant has
been presented as if it were originally recognised as income
within the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the year
it was receivable and is therefore included within brought
forward reserves.

Other financial instruments and hedging
The association uses interest rate swaps to reduce its
exposure to future increases in interest rates on floating
rate loans. Amounts payable and receivable in respect
of these agreements are recognised as adjustments to
interest payable over the period of the agreement. These
interest rate swaps are classified either as basic or other
financial instruments in accordance with the requirements
of FRS 102.

Social housing grants received since the transition date in
relation to newly acquired or existing housing properties is
accounted for using the accrual model set out in FRS 102 and
SORP. Grant is carried as deferred income in the Statement
of Financial Position and released as income within the
Statement of Comprehensive Income account on
a systematic basis over the useful economic lives of the
assets for which it was received. In accordance with SORP,
the useful economic life of the housing property structure
has been selected (see table of useful economic lives above).

Other financial instruments are initially recognised at fair
value on the date on which the derivative contract is entered
into and are subsequently remeasured at fair value at each
reporting date. The group considers whether each individual
derivative contract is hedge effective. If it is hedge effective,
the group considers whether or not to hedge account for the
derivative contract according to business circumstances and
then applies this consistently in successive years over the life
of the contract. To the extent that a derivative is not hedge
effective, or the group chooses not to hedge account, the
gain or loss on remeasurement to fair value is recognised
immediately in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Derivatives are carried as assets when the fair value is
positive and as liabilities when the fair value is negative.

Where a social housing grant funded property is sold, the
grant becomes recyclable and is transferred to a Recycled
Capital Grant Fund (RCGF) or Disposal Proceeds Fund
(DPF) until it is reinvested in a replacement property or
repaid. If there is no requirement to recycle or repay the
grant on disposal of the assets, any unamortised grant
remaining within creditors is released and recognised as
income within the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Other grants include grants from local authorities and other
organisations. Grants relating to revenue are recognised
as income in the Statement of Comprehensive Income over
the same period as the expenditure to which they relate
once performance related conditions have been met.
Grants due from government organisations or received in
advance are included as current assets or liabilities.
Deferred income
Deferred income comprises both premiums on leases which
are released over the life of the lease and other income
received, such as unamortised grant, which is carried forward
over the lives of the assets concerned.
Provisions
A provision is recognised in the Statement of Financial
Position when the association has a present legal or
constructive obligation as a result of a past event, that can
be reliably measured and it is probable that an outflow
of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation.
Provisions are recognised at the best estimate of the amount
required to settle the obligation at the reporting date.
The association’s receivables provision policy is based on
review of the age profile of its debt, historical collection
rates and the class of debt. Bad and doubtful debts are
provided on all debtors’ arrears and are dependent on the
status of the tenancy or debtor and on the age of the debt.
Current tenant debtors are provided for at a level which
is based on reviews of individual balances, while former
tenants are provided for in full. Other debtors are reviewed
on a case-by-case basis.

The fair value of derivatives is disclosed in Note 20.
Pension costs
The association operates a defined benefit pension scheme
which closed to new members from 31 March 2010.
The assets of the closed scheme are invested and managed
independently to the finances of the group. These pension
scheme assets are measured using market values and
pension scheme liabilities are measured using a projected
unit method and discounted at the current rate of return
on a high-quality corporate bond of equivalent term and
currency to the liability. In accordance with FRS 102 section
28, the pension scheme surplus (to the extent that it is
recoverable) or deficit is recognised in full. The movement
in the scheme surplus/deficit is split between operating
charges, finance items and, in the Statement
of Comprehensive Income, actuarial gains and losses.
Pension costs are assessed in accordance with the advice
of independent qualified actuaries. Costs include the regular
cost of providing benefits which, it is intended, should remain
a substantially level percentage of the current and expected
future earnings of the employees covered. Variations from
the regular pension costs are spread evenly through the
Statement of Comprehensive Income over the average
remaining service lives of the current employees.
There are a number of critical underlying assumptions
when measuring the defined benefit scheme, including
standard rates of inflation, mortality, discount rates
and anticipation of future salaries. Variation in these
assumptions may significantly impact the defined benefit
obligation and annual expense. These assumptions and
calculations are prepared by an independent actuary.
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These actuarial assumptions may have a significant risk
of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts
of assets and liabilities within the next financial year. Refer
to Note 21 for the valuation of the Local Government
Pension Scheme deficit funding contributions and valuations
of defined benefit assets/liabilities.
Since 1 April 2010 a defined contribution scheme has been
available to employees. The charge to the Statement of
Comprehensive Income which represents the association’s
contribution to the scheme for the accounting period is
detailed in the notes to the financial statements.
Other employee benefits
The policy of the association is to recognise the cost of
all employee benefits to which employees have become
entitled as a result of service rendered during the reporting
year.

Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2021

3: Turnover, Operating Costs and Operating Surplus – Group
Year ended 31 March 2021

Total social housing lettings

Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is either a possible but uncertain
obligation as a result of a past event, or present obligation
that arises from past events but is not recognised because:

Other social housing activities

* It is not probable that an outflow of economic resources
will be required; or

Total other social housing activities

Surplus on
disposals
£’000

Valuation
gain on
investment
£’000

Operating
surplus
£’000

Operating
surplus
%

18,430

100,016

-

(57,746)

-

-

42,270

42.3%

274

-

-

-

-

274

21,364

(13,685)

(4,125)

-

-

3,554

5,677

-

(3,132)

-

-

2,545

27,315

(13,685)

(7,257)

-

-

6,373

127,331

(13,685)

(65,003)

-

-

48,643

Other (including Homebuy and Help to Buy Agents)

The association’s policy is not to provide for contingent
liabilities. Full disclosure of any contingent liabilities is made
within the financial statements.

Activities other than social housing activities
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Operating
costs
£’000

First tranche shared ownership sales

Total social housing activities

Segmental reporting
For the purpose of segmental reporting, the chief operating
decision maker (CODM) is considered to be the Board. In line
with the segments reported to the CODM, the presentation
of these financial statements and accompanied notes are in
accordance with Accounting Direction for Private Registered
Providers of Social Housing 2019 and is considered
appropriate. Information about income, expenditure and
assets attrinutable to material operating segments are
presented on the basis of the nature and function of housing
assets held bu the group. This is appropriate on the basis of
the similarity of the services provided, the nature of the risks
associated, the type and class of customer and the nature
of the regulatory environment in which the group operates.
Refer to Note 3 for further disclosed information.

Cost
of Sales
£’000

Management fees

* The amount of the obligation cannot be measured with
sufficient reliability.

Capital commitments
These are predominantly commitments towards
developments which have been contracted and which
have started on site, or which have been approved by
the association’s Board.

Units

2021
Turnover
£’000

Non social housing activities

1,034

Surplus on disposal of fixed assets
Fair value adjustments on investment properties

Total actvities other than social
housing activities
Total social and non social activities

19,464

4,233

-

(1,590)

-

-

2,643

18,497

-

(2,374)

(9,206)

-

6,917

-

-

-

-

1,321

1,321

22,730

-

(3,964)

(9,206)

1,321

10,881

150,061

(13,685)

(68,967)

(9,206)

1,321

59,524

Capital receipts from disposal of fixed assets

(18,497)

-

2,374

16,123

-

-

Adjusted social and non social activities

131,564

(13,685)

(66,593)

6,917

1,321

59,524

45.2%

Our business performance, as presented in our Operating and Financial Review, makes reference to our Development and Sales business
which comprises asset and first tranche sales. The capital receipts for asset sales are included as revenue for this business in line with
our treatment for first tranche shared ownership sales. For clarity, therefore, this treatment is reflected in the table above by including the
capital receipts in the turnover column under the heading of “Surplus on disposal of fixed assets”. Capital receipts are then removed at the
bottom of the table, under the heading fo “Capital receipts from disposal of fixed assets” to reconcile to our turnover as presented in the
statement of comprehensive income.
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3: Turnover, Operating Costs and Operating Surplus – Group

3: Turnover, Operating Costs and Operating Surplus – Association

Year ended 31 March 2020

Social housing lettings

Year ended 31 March 2021

Units

2020
Turnover
£’000

Cost
of Sales
£’000

Operating
costs
£’000

Gain on
disposals
£’000

Valuation
gain on
investment
£’000

Operating
surplus
£’000

Operating
surplus
%

18,188

93,942

-

(53,872)

-

-

40,070

42.7%

-

-

(390)

-

-

(390)

93,942

-

(54,262)

-

-

39,680

Pension adjustments (McCloud)

Total social housing lettings

Total social housing lettings

Units

2021
Turnover
£’000

Cost
of Sales
£’000

Operating
costs
£’000

Surplus on
disposals
£’000

Valuation
gain on
investment
£’000

Operating
surplus
£’000

Operating
surplus
%

18,430

100,016

-

(57,509)

-

-

42,507

42.5%

274

-

-

-

-

274

16,733

(9,789)

(4,126)

-

-

2,818

5,713

-

(3,131)

-

-

2,582

22,720

(9,789)

(7,257)

-

-

5,674

122,736

(9,789)

(64,766)

-

-

48,181

Other social housing activities
Management fees

Other social housing activities

`

Management fees
First tranche shared ownership sales
Other (including Homebuy and Help to Buy Agents)

Total other social housing activities
Total social housing activities

First tranche shared ownership sales

223

-

-

-

-

223

23,293

(12,946)

(2,546)

-

-

7,801

3,420

-

(1,817)

-

-

1,603

26,936

(12,946)

(4,363)

-

-

9,627

120,878

(12,946)

(58,625)

-

-

49,307

Other (including Homebuy and Help to Buy Agents)

Total other social housing activities
Total social housing activities
Activities other than social housing activities
Non social housing activities

Activities other than social housing activities
Non social housing activities
Profit on disposal of fixed assets
Valuation gain on investment properties

Total activities other than social
housing activities
Total social and non social activities

Profit on disposal of fixed assets
1,047

5,376

-

(2,177)

-

-

3,199

Valuation gain on investment properties

18,534

-

(1,863)

(9,660)

-

7,011

-

-

-

-

863

863

Total activities other than social
housing activities

23,910

-

(4,040)

(9,660)

863

11,073

19,235 144,788

(12,946)

(62,665)

(9,660)

863

60,380

Capital receipts from disposal of fixed assets

(18,534)

-

1,863

16,671

-

-

Adjusted social and non social activities

126,254

(12,946)

(60,802)

7,011

863

60,380

Total housing activities

1,034

3,991

-

(1,590)

-

-

2,401

18,497

-

(2,374)

(9,206)

-

6,917

-

-

-

-

1,321

1,321

22,488

-

(3,964)

(9,206)

1,321

10,639

19,464 145,224

(9,789)

(68,730)

(9,206)

1,321

58,820

Capital receipts from disposal of fixed assets

(18,497)

-

2,374

16,123

-

-

Adjusted social and non social activities

126,727

(9,789)

(66,356)

6,917

1,321

58,820

46.4%

47.8%

The format of the prior year comparative has been amended to reflect
a fairer allocation of overheads between activities.
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3: Turnover, Operating Costs and Operating Surplus – Association

3: Income and Expenditure from Social Housing Lettings – Group

Year ended 31 March 2020

Social housing lettings

Units

2020
Turnover
£’000

Cost
of Sales
£’000

Operating
costs
£’000

Surplus on
disposals
£’000

Valuation
gain on
investment
£’000

Operating
surplus
£’000

Operating
surplus
%

18,188

93,942

-

(53,821)

-

-

40,121

42.7%

-

-

(390)

-

-

(390)

93,942

-

(54,211)

-

-

39,731

Pension adjustments (McCloud)

Total social housing lettings

Units

Rent receivable net of identifiable service charges

First tranche shared ownership sales
Other (including Homebuy and Help to Buy Agents)

Total other social housing activities
Total social housing activities

223

-

-

-

-

223

23,293

(12,946)

(2,546)

-

-

7,801

3,420

-

(1,817)

-

-

1,603

26,936

(12,946)

(4,363)

-

-

9,627

120,878

(12,946)

(58,574)

-

-

49,358

Low cost
home
ownership

Supported
Housing

Residential
Care Homes

Others

2021

2020

11,960

2,888

1,298

902

1,382

18,430

18,188

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

68,780

10,147

7,087

4,773

104

90,891

85,963

Income from social housing lettings

Other social housing activities
Management fees

General
Housing

Charges for support services

-

-

166

-

-

166

113

Service Charge Income

4,035

1,135

2,848

-

553

8,571

7,484

Net rents receivable

72,815

11,282

10,101

4,773

657

99,628

93,560

388

-

-

-

-

388

382

73,203

11,282

10,101

4,773

657

100,016

93,942

(12,237)

(2,955)

(1,328)

-

-

(16,520)

(17,079)

-

(390)

Revenue grants from local authorities
and other agencies

Total income from social housing lettings
Activities other than social housing activities
Non social housing activities

1,047

Profit on disposal of fixed assets
Valuation gain on investment properties

Total activities other than social
housing activities

4,296

-

(2,177)

-

-

2,119

18,534

-

(1,863)

(9,660)

-

7,011

Expenditure on letting activities

-

-

-

-

863

863

Management cost

22,830

-

(4,040)

(9,660)

863

9,993

Pension adjustments (McCloud)

Total management cost
Service charge cost

Total housing activities

19,235

(12,237)

(2,955)

(1,328)

-

-

(16,520)

(17,469)

(5,668)

(1,368)

(615)

-

(553)

(8,204)

(7,082)

143,708

(12,946)

(62,614)

(9,660)

863

59,351

Routine Maintenance

(7,716)

-

(837)

-

-

(8,553)

(7,962)

Capital receipts from disposal of fixed assets

(18,534)

-

1,863

16,671

-

-

Planned Maintenance

(4,169)

-

(452)

-

-

(4,621)

(4,120)

Adjusted social and non social activities

125,174

(12,946)

(60,751)

7,011

863

59,351

The format of the prior year comparative has been amended to reflect
a fairer allocation of overheads between activities.

47.4%

(685)

(166)

(74)

-

-

(925)

(866)

(15,983)

-

(1,735)

(1,205)

-

(18,923)

(16,763)

Total expenditure on social housing lettings

(46,458)

(4,489)

(5,041)

(1,205)

(553)

(57,746)

(54,262)

Operating surplus on social housing lettings

26,745

6,793

5,060

3,568

104

42,270

39,680

(323)

(161)

(343)

-

(4)

(832)

(978)

Rent losses from bad debts
Depreciation

Void losses
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3: Income and Expenditure from Social Housing Lettings – Association

4. Number of Units Owned and in Management

Units

General
Housing

Low cost
home
ownership

Supported
Housing

Residential
Care Homes

Others

2021

2020

11,960

2,888

1,298

902

1,382

18,430

18,188

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

68,780

10,147

7,087

4,773

104

90,891

85,963

Income from social housing lettings
Rent receivable net of identifiable service charges
Charges for support services

-

-

166

-

-

166

113

Service Charge Income

4,035

1,135

2,848

-

553

8,571

7,484

Net rents receivable

72,815

11,282

10,101

4,773

657

99,628

93,560

388

-

-

-

-

388

382

Revenue grants from local authorities
and other agencies

Total income from social housing lettings

73,203

11,282

10,101

4,773

657

100,016

93,942

2021

2020

Category
change

Additions

Disposal

Total
movement

Owned – General

8,883

8,902

4

1

(24)

(19)

Owned – Affordable

2,317

2,111

-

206

-

206

Analysis of movement 2020 to 2021

Near market rents

410

410

-

-

-

-

Rent to HomeBuy

350

352

(2)

-

-

(2)

General housing

11,960

11,775

2

207

(24)

185

Shared ownership

2,695

2,624

2

137

(68)

71

193

201

-

-

(8)

(8)

2,888

2,825

2

137

(76)

63

Owned – Supported

139

138

(1)

2

-

1

Owned – Supported – Managed by others

147

146

1

-

-

1

925

927

(2)

-

-

(2)

Key worker – Shared ownership

Low cost home ownership

Owned – Housing for older people

87

87

-

-

-

-

1,298

1,298

(2)

2

-

-

Owned – Elderly residential care homes

902

907

(6)

1

-

(5)

Residential care homes

902

907

(6)

1

-

(5)

Owned – Students/Nurses

498

498

-

-

-

-

Owned – Elderly nursing care homes

496

496

-

-

-

-

Owned – Housing for older people – Managed by others

Supported housing
Expenditure on letting activities
Management cost

(12,062)

(2,913)

(1,309)

-

-

(16,284)

(17,028)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(390)

(12,062)

(2,913)

(1,309)

-

-

(16,284)

(17,418)

Service charge cost

(5,667)

(1,368)

(615)

-

(553)

(8,203)

(7,082)

Routine Maintenance

(7,716)

-

(837)

-

-

(8,553)

(7,962)

Planned Maintenance

(4,169)

-

(452)

-

-

(4,621)

(4,120)

Pension adjustments (McCloud)

Total management cost

(685)

(166)

(74)

-

-

(925)

(866)

(15,983)

-

(1,735)

(1,205)

-

(18,923)

(16,763)

Total expenditure on social housing lettings

(46,282)

(4,447)

(5,022)

(1,205)

(553)

(57,509)

(54,211)

Operating surplus on social housing lettings

26,921

6,835

5,079

3,568

104

42,507

39,731

Rent losses from bad debts
Depreciation

Void losses

(323)

(161)

(343)

-

(4)

(832)

(978)

2

2

-

-

-

-

Commercial

38

51

3

1

(17)

(13)

Non-social

1,034

1,047

3

1

(17)

(13)

18,082

17,852

(1)

348

(117)

230

Open Market HomeBuy

395

411

-

-

(16)

(16)

MyChoice HomeBuy/Shared equity

279

303

-

-

(24)

(24)

Leaseholders

643

626

-

20

(3)

17

Owned – Managed by others

Total owned

Leaseholders – Reversionary interest
Managed for others

Others
Total owned and in management

4

4

-

-

-

-

61

39

-

28

(6)

22

1,382

1,383

-

48

(49)

(1)

19,464

19,235

(1)

396

(166)

229

During the year 2 units were converted into one, creating a category change of minus one during the year.
Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.
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5. Non-executive Directors’ and Directors’ Emoluments

5. Non-executive Directors’ and Directors’ Emoluments (continued)

The board of directors of the association comprises of non-executive directors and executive directors together with co-opted
members. Total emoluments in the period to 31 March 2021 for the non-executive directors amounted to £130k (2020: £135k).

Board executive directors

Non-Executive Directors

Paul Leinster
Chair of the Board

Martin Hurst
Chair of the Group Treasury Committee (retired 30 June 2021)

Ian Ailles
Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee and Senior Independent Director

Paul High
Chair of the Development and Assets Committee

Jill Ainscough
Chair of the Remuneration and Nominations Committee (retired 30 September 2019)

Shirley Pointer
Chair of the Remuneration and Nominations Committee from 01 October 2019
(appointed 01 April 2019)

Cllr Shan Hunt
Independent Non-Executive Director (retired 31 May 2019)

Geraldine O’Sullivan
Independent Non-Executive Director (appointed 01 April 2019)

Bob Tattar
Independent Non-Executive Director (appointed 01 October 2019)

Grand Total

£’000
Salaries

£’000
Expenses

2021
£’000
Total

2020
£’000
Total

Kevin Bolt
Chief Executive

Julian Pearce
28

-

28

28

17

-

17

17

23

-

23

24

17

-

17

20

-

-

-

9

17

-

17

15

-

-

-

2

Chief Financial Officer (appointed 14 October 2019)

Jeff Astle
Executive Director of Development and Sales

Julie Wittich
Executive Director of Assets (resigned 30 September 2020)

Paul Gray
Chief Financial Officer (resigned 22 March 2019)

Sub Total – Board Executive Directors

Other directors who are members of the Executive Leadership Team

Gosia Motler
Director of Strategy and Corporate Finance (appointed 01 October 2020)

16

-

16

12

Anna Humphries
Director of Customers and Services

12

-

12

8

Adrian Moore
Director of IT

130

-

130

In addition to the above, a total of £8k (2020: £8k) was paid to members of the Audit and Risk Committee and of the Group
Treasury Committee who are not members of the bpha Board. These positions are paid annual remuneration of up to £4k
per member.
Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association..
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Lindsay Todd
Director of HR and Employee Engagement (appointed 01 October 2020)

Paul Cook
Director of Property Services and Compliance (appointed 01 January 2021)

Philippa Spratley
Director of Governance and Compliance (appointed 01 October 2020)

Eddie Kelly
Director of External Affairs (appointed 29 March 2021)

Liz Parsons
Director Quality and Communications (resigned 30 Sepetember 2020)

Sub Total – Other Executive Directors
Grand Total

Salary
£’000

Benefits
in kind
£’000

Pension
contributions
£’000

2021
Total
£’000

2020
Total
£’000

204

8

24

236

232

177

7

-

184

81

143

7

8

158

156

62

3

14

79

158

-

-

-

-

20

586

25

46

657

647

Salary
£’000

Benifits
in kind
£’000

Pension
contributions
£’000

2020
Total
£’000

2019
Total
£’000

131

6

14

151

-

119

7

14

140

131

108

7

11

126

123

90

6

10

106

-

94

-

10

104

-

88

6

10

104

-

-

-

-

-

-

51

3

11

65

132

681

35

80

796

386

1,267

60

126

1,453

1,033

Kevin Bolt, who as Chief Executive, is the highest paid Director, is entitled to a contribution of 12% of basic salary to be paid
into a defined contribution scheme. Executive director remuneration in the table above includes a full year’s remuneration
regardless of when appointed and excludes exit packages totalling £155k.
Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association..
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6. Employee Information

7. Interest Receivable and Other Income

The number of persons expressed in full time equivalents employed at the year end was:

2021
Group
£’000

Female

Male

2021
Total

Female

Male

2020
Total

Executive and Senior Management Team

20

11

31

19

10

29

Development and Sales

34

24

58

33

27

60

Finance and IT

42

32

74

43

30

73

4

3

7

4

3

7

158

95

253

146

93

239

18

6

24

24

6

30

276

171

447

269

169

438

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

Wages and salaries

15,838

14,661

Social security costs

1,720

1,510

928

1,315

On bonds, bank loans, overdrafts and other loans

-

390

Movement on termination of swap (note 20)

917

786

Other Loan Costs

Department

Quality and Communications
Service Delivery
HR and Governance

Prior year splits have been reallocated in line with changes in reporting lines.

Employee costs (for the above persons)

Pension - defined benefit current service cost (note 21)
Pension - defined benefit past service cost (McCloud)
Pension - defined contribution cost

19,403

18,662

Interest Receivable
My Choice Home Buy Interest Receivable
Interest receivable from joint venture

2020

£60,001 to £70,000

16

18

£70,001 to £80,000

15

13

£80,001 to £90,000

9

9

£90,001 to £100,000

1

4

£100,001 to £110,000

2

1

£110,001 to £120,000

-

-

£120,001 to £130,000

-

1

£130,001 to £140,000

-

-

£140,001 to £150,000

-

1

2020
Association
£’000

71

71

179

162

463

463

486

486

14

-

45

-

548

534

710

648

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

43.339

43,339

36,540

36,540

(5,910)

(5,910)

-

-

1,463

1,463

1,433

1,433

575

575

621

621

8. Interest Payable and Similar Charges
2021
Group
£’000

On defined benefit pension scheme (note 21)
Less: interest payable capitalised on housing properties under construction

2021

2020
Group
£’000

Included within the amounts disclosed above is interest receivable by Bushmead Homes Limited, a fellow group
company, of £14k (2020: £45k).

The number of employees (excluding directors) who receive remuneration on a full-time equivalent
basis, including employer pension contribution, in excess of £60k are as follows:

The full-time equivalent number of employees who receive remuneration

2021
Association
£’000

Capitalisation rate used to determine finance costs capitalised during the period

(4,479)

(4,479)

(5,231)

(5,231)

34,988

34,988

33,363

33,363

4.15%

4.15%

4.60%

4.60%

Full time equivalents are calculated based on a standard working week of 37 hours from a year end position.
Reduction of 4 FTE reported in over £90k+ categories year on year is due to roles moving into the Executive Leadership
Team, as can be seen in Note 5.
Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.
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9. Surplus for the Financial Year

11. Taxation
The association has charitable status and is not subject to corporation tax on surpluses arising as a result of, or earned in
furtherance of, its charitable objectives.

2021
Group
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

18,844

17,533

1,671

1,407

Surplus on ordinary activities is stated after charging:
Depreciation of housing properties
Depreciation of other tangible fixed assets

The association has a number of subsidary companies, some of which do not have charitable status and which therefore
are subject to corporation tax. For these entities, the charge for corporation tax is based on the result for the period and
takes into account deferred taxation. Deferred taxation is provided on differences between the treatment of certain items
for taxation and accounting purposes, unless it is probable that the difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
The tables below present disclosure in respect of Bushmead Homes Limited, whose results are consolidated into the bpha
group accounts.
2021
Group
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

-

-

2021
Group
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

37,610

18,015

(36,891)

(16,925)

719

1,090

-

-

Profit excluding taxation

719

1,090

Tax using the UK corporation tax rate of 19%

136

207

(188)

(209)

52

2

-

-

Auditors' remuneration (excluding VAT)
for audit services

75

69

service charges

7

6

other

-

-

Total tax expense recognised in the group statement of comprehensive income

for non-audit services

Total Tax

Operating lease payments
Vehicles, computers and equipment
Land and buildings

35

26

227

229

Reconciliation of effective tax rate
Profit for the year after taxation

Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.

- Less: bpha Limited (excluding gift aid)
Total tax (credit)/expense

10. Gain on Disposal of Fixed Assets - Housing Properties
2021 Group
Disposal
Proceeds
£’000

Cost of Sales
£’000

2020 Group
Gain on
Disposal
£’000

Disposal
Proceeds
£’000

Cost of Sales
£’000

Gain on
Disposal
£’000

Relief as a result of gift aid distribution
Other tax movements

Total (credit)/tax expense
Shared Ownership Staircasing
Asset Management & Other Sales
Right To Buy
MyChoice HomeBuy
Open Market HomeBuy

Operating cost
Gain on disposal of tangible fixed assets

95

- bpha group

12,539

(6,144)

6,395

8,416

(4,464)

3,952

2,696

(904)

1,792

5,677

(2,257)

3,420

513

(266)

247

320

(121)

199

2,005

(1,388)

617

3,414

(2,317)

1,097

744

(504)

240

707

(501)

206

18,497

(9,206)

9,291

18,534

(9,660)

8,874

(2,374)

(1,863)

6,917

7,011
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12. Tangible Fixed Assets

12. Expenditure on Improvements to Existing Properties
Tangible
fixed assets
– housing
properties
(shared
ownership)
£’000

Tangible fixed
assets – housing
properties
(general needs)
£’000

183,728

Housing
properties
in course of
construction
(shared
ownership)
£’000

Housing
properties
in course of
construction
(general
needs)
£’000

Long
leasehold
£’000

Furniture and
equipment
£’0000

Total
£’000

1,062,366

18,704

39,221

1,845

11,287

1,317,151

17,789

32,574

(17,789)

(32,574)

-

-

-

Additions

-

185

17,754

20,742

-

606

39,287

Transfer to Current Asset

-

-

(5,778)

-

-

-

(5,778)

Improvements

-

11,769

-

588

-

-

12,357

Interest capitalised

-

-

1,871

2,608

-

-

4,479

Amounts capitalised

Cost
At 31 March 2020
Schemes completed in the period

Routine and planned maintenance

2021
Group
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

12,357

14,473

13,174

12,082

25,531

26,555

Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.

Disposals

(4,280)

(3,366)

-

-

(15)

-

(7,661)

At 31 MARCH 2021

197,237

1,103,528

14,762

30,585

1,830

11,893

1,359,835

Depreciation
At 31 March 2020

-

79,897

-

-

1,334

7,984

89,216

Charge for year

-

18,844

-

-

166

1,505

20,515

On disposals

-

(899)

-

-

-

-

(899)

At 31 MARCH 2021

-

97,842

-

-

1,500

9,489

108,831

197,237

1,005,686

14,762

30,585

330

2,404

1,251,004

183,728

982,469

18,704

39,221

511

3,303

1,227,936

12. Completed Properties and Work in Progress Transferred to Current Assets

Current asset work in progress
Completed properties held for sale

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

20,370

9,966

26,901

12,027

17,308

14,456

16,406

16,406

37,678

24,422

43,307

28,433

The cost of shared ownership properties in the course of construction is apportioned between the equity percentage expected to be retained
by the association and the portion expected to be sold. The cost attributable to the percentage to be sold is included within current assets,
and that expected to be retained is included in fixed assets “Housing properties in the course of construction (shared ownership)”.

Net book value at
At 31 MARCH 2021
Net book value at
At 31 March 2020
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13. Investment Properties

14. Trade and Other Debtors

Investment properties

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

16,769

16,769

15,633

15,633

Opening balance
Reclassification to Fixed Assets
Closing balance

15,633

14,770

14,770

1,321

1,321

863

863

(185)

(185)

-

-

16,769

16,769

15,633

15,633

2020
Association
£’000

4,704

4,704

4,706

4,706

(3,716)

(2,960)

(2,960)

988

988

1,746

1,746

Other debtors

2,839

2,839

3,301

3,301

Prepayment and accrued income

4,296

4,289

4,827

2,649

Amounts owed by group undertakings
The valuation of investment properties is carried by an independent valuer who holds a recognised and relevant professional qualification
(Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’ (RICS) qualification) and has recent experience in the location and class of the investment properties
being valued. The valuations were undertaken in accordance with RICS Professional Standards January 2014 (the “RICS Red Book”) published
November 2013 and effective from 6 January 2014, in particular in accordance with the requirements of VPS3 entitled Valuation reports. The
principal components of the valuations are the use of the property, location, income received, tenant covenant, length of lease, tenure and
condition of the property. The properties have been valued on an investment basis, adopting the comparable method of valuation whereby
valuations have had regard to recent market transactions of similar properties.

2020
Group
£’000

(3,716)

Less: provision for bad and doubtful debts

15,633

2021
Association
£’000

Accounts falling due within one year:
Rental and service charges debtors

The reported balance and movement in the investment properties following the annual valuation was:

Revaluation in the year

2021
Group
£’000

Less: provision for bad and doubtful debts

-

1,333

-

1,337

7,135

8,461

8,128

7,287

(1,924)

(1,924)

(1,688)

(1,688)

5,211

6,537

6,440

5,599

401

401

393

393

(401)

(401)

(393)

(393)

6,199

7,525

8,186

7,345

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

8,980

8,980

17,190

17,190

Accounts falling due after more than one year:
Loan to Gloucestershire Care Partnership Ltd
Less: provision for bad and doubtful debts

15. Current Asset Investments

Mark to market cash collateral deposit
Cash collateral on securing loan and interest

Current asset investments

99

2,867

2,867

1,907

1,907

11,847

11,847

19,097

19,097
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16. Creditors: Amounts Falling due within One Year

18. Recycled Capital Fund (RCGF) and Disposal Proceeds Fund (DPF)

Trade Creditors

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

565

565

2,650

2,642

Contracts for capital works and retentions

8,543

8,434

14,617

14,509

Accruals and deferred income

4,832

4,829

4,977

4,972

Debt (note 19)

12,500

12,500

7,500

7,500

Interest payable

13,627

7,367

8,150

1,890

Rent and service charges received in advance

2,930

2,930

3,031

3,031

35

63

90

108

6,000

6,000

220

220

-

6,259

-

6,260

2,593

2,585

1,557

1,551

51,625

51,532

42,792

42,683

Taxation and social security
RCGF and DPF (note 18)
Amounts due to group undertakings
Other creditors

Accruals and deferred income includes £253k (2020: £271k) in respect of grants received in advance for specific purposes.
Payments to Creditors
The association’s policy is to pay purchase invoices when due.

RCGF
£’000

DPF
£’000

Total
£’000

15,798

139

15,937

1,188

-

1,188

MyChoice HomeBuy

819

-

819

Open Market HomeBuy

503

-

503

16

-

16

(2,127)

-

(2,127)

16,197

139

16,336

Recycled Capital Grant Fund & Disposal Proceeds Fund

At 1 April
Grants recycled
Housing Properties

Interest Accrued
Purchase/Development of Properties

Balance at 31 March
Amount falling due within 1 Year
Amount falling due after more than 1 Year

5,861

139

6,000

10,336

-

10,336

16,197

139

16,336

Association information has not been seperately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.

17. Creditors: Amounts Falling due After More than One Year
2021
Group
£’000

Debt (note 19)
Amounts due to group undertakings

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

850,414

554,396

841,307

544,647

-

297,350

-

297,998

Recycled Capital Grant Fund (note 18)

10,336

10,336

15,717

15,717

Deferred government grant

46,093

46,093

44,171

44,171

21,676

21,676

22,998

22,998

4,310

4,310

4,570

4,570

Grant on HomeBuy and MyChoice HomeBuy loans
Major Repairs Fund held on behalf of

– Oxfordshire Care
Partnership
– Leaseholders

Bond premium

10 1

4,455

4,455

3,906

3,906

24,763

24,763

25,449

25,449

962,047

963,379

958,118

959,456
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19. Debt Analysis

20. Financial Instruments

The Group has a policy to ensure that it has diverse funding sources and at the year end it had a mixture of secured and
unsecured facilities, with 50% of all drawn debt through capital markets following the drawdown of the final tranches
of a £125m US private placement. Bank and capital markets debt is subject to fixed rates of interest (excluding margin
on the loan) ranging from 1.47% to 10.64% and at variable rates linked to the benchmark rate (currently LIBOR) with all
secured funding having specific charges on the association’s housing properties. Our syndicated bank loan facility has
an amortised repayment profile and will be fully repaid by January 2041 with other bank and capital markets debt being
repaid by January 2047.
In capital markets the Group has raised £350m by issuing its secured public bond through its subsidiary bpha Finance
plc, which is repayable in 2044. In addition the Group has issued £125m US private placement through by bpha Limited
which has five tranches with maturities between 2030 and 2040. During the year to 31 March 2021 the Group made its
final drawdown of £49m (the deferred portion of a £125m issuance) on a secured and unesecured basis. The private
placement has been issued with £118 on an unsecured basis wih the remaining £7m issued on a secured basis.
At 31 March 2021 within the Group’s drawn debt portfolio there was a total of £118m of unsecured debt.

2021
Group
£’000

Drawn debt

2020
Group
£’000

Breakdown of debt:
Bank and building society loans

431,500

466,500

The Housing Finance Corporation

36,000

36,000

400,000

351,000

Bonds
Other loans

1,524

1,539

869,024

855,039

Deferred costs

(6,110)

(6,231)

862,914

848,808

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

Due within one year

12,500

7,500

Due after one year and within two years

12,500

12,500

Due after two years and within five years

37,500

37,500

Debt is repayable as follows:

Due after more than five years

800,414

791,308

862,914

848,808

The Association has stand-alone International Swaps & Derivatives Association (ISDA) arrangements in order to hedge
against the long term risk of an increase in variable interest rates under its principal loan facility. As a Co-operative and
Community Benefit Society with charitable objectives and a registered social landlord, the Association does not trade for
profit and is regulated by the Regulator of Social Housing which has issued extensive guidelines on the use of derivative
instruments by registered social landlords.
The Association has applied this guidance in entering into derivative transactions which include swaptions in which the
bank counterparties have the right to enter an equal and opposite swap at various dates in the future and these are
detailed in the table below.
During the year the Group through its annual review of its financial instruments undertook to rationalise its derivative
portfolio. The Group terminated an interest rate derivative with a nominal of £10m and a maturity date of 2038, releasing
collateral, reducing future risk of margin calls and reducing future interest costs.
All of the interest rate swaps detailed under (i) below are hedge effective but the Association has chosen not to hedge
account for these.

Nominal 2021
£’000

Nominal 2020
£’000

Market valuation;
liability at 2021
£’000

Market valuation;
liability at 2020
£’000

Movement
2021*
£’000

(i) Interest rate swaps: bpha pays fixed,
receives variable

110,880

120,880

43,539

61,557

(18,018)

(ii) M
 argin swap: bpha pays floating plus margin,
receives floating

20,000

20,000

5,087

5,594

(508)

(iii) Swaptions – banks' option to enter swaps to
exactly offset specific swaps detailed above

24,880

24,880

499

409

90

155,760

165,760

49,125

67,560

(18,435)

Counterparty

Total

The movement for the year is the change in market valuation until termination date or, in the case of swaps retained, until 31 March.
In 2020/21 there is an additional £5.9m of break costs in relation to the HSBC derivative.

Reconciliation of change in value of Financial Instruments
Market value; liability at start of year

2020
£’000

67,560

57,848

(12,525)

9,712

Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.

Termination

(5,910)

-

Under FRS102 (s17.32) the Group is required to disclose the carrying value of property pledged as security for liabilities
and contractual commitments. The carrying value of this property at the end of the year was £877m (2020: £877m).

Market value; liability at end of year

49,125

67,560

The remaining properties not pledged as security are available to support our unsecured debt and the charging
valuation provided by external valuers at the end of the year was £363m (2020: £302m).

10 3

Change in market value; increase / (decrease) in liability

2021
£’000

Association information has not been seperately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.
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21. Pensions

21. Pensions (continued)

The association is an admitted member of the Bedfordshire Pension Fund (“the fund”). This is a multi-employer scheme with
more than one participating employer, which is administered by Bedford Borough Council under the Regulations governing
the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS), and is a defined benefit scheme. The association closed admission of new
members to the fund from 31 March 2010. At 31 March 2021 there were 71 (2020: 80) employees who were active members
of the fund.
The employers’ contributions to the Fund by the association for the year ended 31 March 2021 totalled £1,190k (2020: £1,862k)
which included both a lump sum contribution together with an amount relating to current employees for which the employers’
contribution rate from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021 was 22.1%. From 1 April 2021 the employer’s contribution rate will remain
at 22.1% with an additional lump sum cash contribution of £577k to be made in the next year (estimated total contributions
for 2021/22: £1,211k).
Triennial actuarial valuations of the fund are performed by an independent, professionally qualified actuary using the
projected unit method. The most recent formal actuarial valuation was completed as at 31 March 2019 and the next will
be completed during 2022.
The market value of the fund assets at 31 March 2019 triennial valuation was £2,291m (2016: £1,733m) and the level of funding
was 80.5% (2016: 70.9%). The main actuarial assumptions used in the valuation were:
2019
% per annum

2016
% per annum

Discount rate

4.6%

4.1%

CPI inflation

2.6%

2.1%

Salary increases

3.6%

2.4%

Mortality Assumptions
The post retirement mortality assumption adopted for all calculations is based on Club Vita mortality analysis. These base
tables are then projected using the CMI_2020 Model, allowing for a long-term rate of improvement of 1.25% per annum,
smoothing parameter of 7.5, an initial addition parameter of 0.5% per annum and a 2020 weighting of 25%.
Based on these assumptions, the assumed life expectations from age 65 are:
Males 2021

Males 2020

Female 2021

Female 2020

Retiring today

21.9 years

22.2 years

24.3 years

24.3 years

Retiring in 20 years

22.8 years

23.4 years

26.0 years

26.1 years

Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivities regarding the principal assumptions used to measure the scheme liabilities are set out below:
Change in assumptions at 31 March 2021:

£’000

£’000

£’000

Adjustment to discount rate

+0.1%

0.0%

-0.1%

Present Value of Obligation

84,429

86,206

88,023

1,330

1,376

1,423

+0.1%

0.0%

-0.1%

86,299

86,206

86,113

1,376

1,376

1,376

Projected Service Cost

Adjustment to long term salary increase
Present Value of Obligation

Financial Assumptions

Projected Service Cost

The main financial assumptions used by the actuary in assessing liabilities on a basis consistent with FRS 102 were:
2021
% per annum

2020
% per annum

Discount Rate

2.05%

2.35%

Pension Increases

2.75%

1.70%

Salary Increases

2.00%

2.70%

Adjustment to long term salary increase
Present Value of Obligation
Projected Service Cost

Adjustments to life expectancy assumptions
Present Value of Obligation
Projected Service Cost

+0.1%

0.0%

-0.1%

87,915

86,206

84,532

1,424

1,376

1,330

+1 Year

None

-1 Year

90,106

86,206

82,481

1,437

1,376

1,317

Actual Return on Plan Assets:
2021
£’000

Interest income on plan assets

10 5

2020
£’000

1,010

1,130

Return / (loss) on plan assets less interest

6,622

(4,014)

Actual return / (loss) on plan assets

7,632

(2,884)
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21. Pensions (continued)

21. Pensions (continued)

Major Categories of Plan Assets with Estimated Values and as a Percentage of Total Plan Assets

Analysis of the Amount Recognised in Other Comprehensive Income:

The expected rates of return for all fund assets are set equal to the discount rate for both the current and prior year
as required under FRS 102.
2021
Assets
£’000

2021
Assets
%0

2020
Assets
£’000

2020
Assets
%

Equities

35,248

71%

28,793

68%

Bonds

9,044

18%

7,431

17%

Property

4,709

9%

4,884

11%

Cash

1,198

2%

1,733

4%

Total

50,199

100%

42,841

100%

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

6,622

(4,014)

Changes in financial and other assumptions underlying the present value of scheme liabilities

(16,985)

5,985

Actuarial (losses) / gains recognised in Other Comprehensive Income

(10,363)

1,971

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

(25,331)

(26,837)

(887)

(1,660)

(41)

(45)

Return / (loss) on plan assets excluding amounts included in net interest

Movement in Deficit During the Year

Association’s share of scheme deficit at beginning of year

Amounts for the Current and Previous Four Years are as Follows:
2021
£’000

Movement in year:
2020
£’000

2019
£’000

2018
£’000

2017
£’000

Current service cost
Administration Expenses
Employer contributions

Present value of defined benefit obligation
Fair value of scheme assets
Deficit on scheme
Experience gains on defined benefit obligation
Return/(loss) on assets less interest

(86,206)

(68,172)

(73,593)

(70,972)

(70,016)

50,199

42,841

46,756

43,749

42,420

(36,007)

(25,331)

(26,837)

(27,223)

(27,596)

665

1,787

-

-

1,412

6,622

(4,014)

1,596

(793)

3,483

Other finance costs
Actuarial gains
Association’s share of scheme deficit at end of year

Current service cost
Past service cost (McCloud)
Net interest
Administration expenses
Total operating charge

2020
£’000

887

1,270

-

390

575

622

41

45

1,503

2,327

1,862
(622)

(10,363)

1,971

(36,007)

(25,331)

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

68,172

73,593

887

1,238

-

422

1,585

1,752

210

239

Changes in Present Value of Defined Benefit Obligation are as Follows:

Analysis of the Amount Charged to The Statement of Comprehensive Income:
2021
£’000

1,190
(575)

Opening defined benefit obligation
Current service cost
Past service cost (including curtailments)
Interest cost
Contributions by members
Actuarial (gains)/losses

16,985

(7,620)

Estimated benefits paid

(1,633)

(1,452)

Closing defined benefit obligation

86,206

68,172

Analysis of net interest charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income:

Expected return on pension scheme assets
Interest on pension scheme liabilities
Net interest charge

10 7

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

(1,010)

(1,130)

1,585

1,752

575

622
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21. Pensions (continued)

22. Called Up Share Capital

Each non-executive member of the Board holds one ordinary share of £1 in the association.

Changes in the Fair Value of Plan Assets are as Follows:

Opening fair value of plan assets
Expected return on assets

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

42,841

46,756

1,010

1,130

Contributions by members

210

239

Contributions by employer

1,190

1,862

(41)

(45)

6,622

(5,649)

Benefits paid

(1,633)

(1,452)

Closing fair value of plan assets

50,199

42,841

Administration Expenses
Actuarial (losses)/gains

Experience gains on share of scheme liabilities:
Total amount recognised in other
comprehensive income

2021
Group
£

2020
Group
£

7

7

Allotted, issued and fully paid ordinary shares
Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is the same as association.

23. Reserves

History of Experience Gains and Losses

Actuarial gains / (losses) on plan assets

The shares provide members with the right to vote at general meetings, but do not provide any rights to dividends
or distribution on winding up. Shares are cancelled when the holder ceases to be a qualifying member of the Board.

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

2019
£’000

2018
£’000

2017
£’000

6,622

(4,014)

1,596

(793)

3,483

665

1,787

-

-

1,412

(10,363)

1,971

611

643

(3,423)

Group
Revenue Reserve
£’000

Association
Revenue Reserve
£’000

At 1 April 2020

291,479

289,755

Surplus for year

37,610

38,120

Other comprehensive income for the year

(10,363)

(10,363)

At 31 March 2021

318,726

317,512

Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.

24. Financial Commitments
Group
2021
£’000

Association
2021
£’000

Group
2020
£’000

Association
2020
£’000

72,797

72,665

101,373

101,373

48,811

48,811

5,880

5,880

Capital commitments
Capital expenditure that has been contracted for but has
not been provided for in the financial statements
Capital expenditure that has been authorised by the
Board but has not yet been contracted for

The above commitments will be financed primarily through borrowings, under existing loan arrangements or from access to debt capital
markets, together with social housing grant and sale of shared ownership properties.

10 9
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24. Financial Commitments (continued)

25. Grant Movement and Contingent Liability

Based on the group funding strategy, the contracted capital commitments are planned to be funded by:
Group Funding
Plan
2021
£m

Group
Reserve Amount
£’000

Group
Creditor Amount
£’000

Group
Total Amount
£’000

(272,654)

(41,038)

(313,692)

-

(3,401)

(3,401)

Grant recycled

1,023

-

1,023

Grant amortised

(268)

268

-

(271,899)

(44,171)

(316,070)

-

(2,283)

(2,283)

Grant recycled

1,188

-

1,188

Grant amortised

(361)

361

-

(271,072)

(46,093)

(317,165)

Group Funding
Plan
2020
£m

At 31 March 2019
Recycled capital grant funding

5

-

Surpluses

39

58

Loans

29

43

73

101

Operating leases

At 31 March 2020

At 31 March 2021, the association had non-cancellable operating lease rentals payable as follows:
Group
2021
£’000

Group
2020
£’000

Less than one year

262

254

Between one and five years

389

599

More than five years

Additions to grant for work in progress under the accrual model

-

-

651

853

During the year £262k was recognised as an expense in the profit and loss account in respect of operating leases (2020: £254k).

Additions to grant for work in progress under the accrual model

At 31 March 2021

This excludes grant relating to HomeBuy and MyChoice HomeBuy loans (refer to note 17).
As at 31 March 2021, grant which has been written off to reserves represents a contingent liability of £271.1m (2020: £271.9m).
This contingent liability will be realised if the assets to which the written off grant relates are disposed.
Grant amortised of £361k (2020: £268k) is included under other income (see note 3) and forms part of turnover reported for the group.
Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.
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26. Reconciliation of Net Cashflow to Movement in Net Debt

29. Investment in Subsidiaries

Increase in cash

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

24,803

21,369

24,048

24,111

Cash inflow from decrease/(increase) in liquid resources

(7,250)

(7,251)

9,317

9,318

Cash inflow from (increase) in debt and lease finance and set up fees

(13,985)

(13,986)

(67,931)

(67,931)

3,568

132

(34,566)

(34,502)

Non-cashflow items

(121)

(118)

600

445

Total changes in net debt for the period

3,447

14

(33,966)

(34,056)

Net debt brought forward at 1 April

(789,044)

(792,542)

(755,078)

(758,486)

Net debt at 31 March

(785,597)

(792,528)

(789,044)

(792,542)

Decrease/(increase) in net debt from cashflows

The investments in the group and association comprise of investments in fellow group companies, which
are eliminated on consolidation:
2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

Bushmead Homes Limited

-

Bpha Finance Plc

-

18,500

-

18,500

13

-

13

-

18,513

-

18,513

Bushmead Homes Limited

Bushmead Homes Limited was a subsidiary of the association at the year end and is limited by shares. bpha Limited has
the right to appoint members to the board of the subsidiary and thereby exercise control over it. bpha Limited owns all of
the issued share capital.
Bushmead Homes Limited’s principal activity is property development for open market sale.
The association statement of comprehensive income includes the following transactions between the association and
Bushmead Homes Limited:

27. Analysis of Net Debt

Loans
Loan set up fees
Debt

Non-cashflow
items
£’0000

31 March 2021
£’000

(13,985)

-

(869,024)

-

(121)

6,110

01 April 2020
£’0000

Cashflow
£’000

(855,039)
6,231
(848,808)

(13,985)

(121)

(862,914)

Cash at bank and in hand

40,667

24,803

-

65,470

Fixed and current asset investments

19,097

(7,250)

-

11,847

(789,044)

3,568

(121)

(785,597)

Net debt

Income from central services

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

437

60

Income from central services represents a reallocation of cost incurred by fellow group companies and is calculated
on a cost of provision basis.
The association statement of financial position includes the following transactions between the association and
Bushmead Homes Limited:

Association information has not been separately disclosed within this note as group is materially the same as association.

28. Post balance sheet events

Purchase of completed affordable properties

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

353

1,087

There have been no material post balance sheet events.

bpha Finance Plc

bpha Finance plc is a special purpose vehicle for the purpose of issuing asset backed securities and on-lending the
proceeds to bpha Limited. bpha Finance plc has issued 50,000 ordinary shares of £1 each, all of which are paid up
to 25 pence. bpha Limited owns all of the issued share capital.
The association’s statement of comprehensive income includes the following transactions between the association
and bpha Finance plc:

Interest income
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2021
£’000

2020
£’000

13,243

13,185
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29. Investment in subsidiaries (continued)

30. Joint Arrangements

The Accounts Include the Following Transactions Between the Association and bpha Finance Plc:

Bond premium and interest - bpha Finance plc
Bond premium and interest - Association

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

13,243

13,185

(13,243)

(13,185)

-

-

2021
£’000

2020
£’000

(13)

(13)

(13)

(13)

The Amounts due From/(to) bpha Finance plc at the Year End are:

The association holds 50% of the shares in each of two joint arrangement companies, The Oxfordshire Care Partnership (OCP)
and The Gloucestershire Care Partnership (GCP). The joint ventures are managed through a board of trustees on which the
association and its partner, The Orders of St John Care Trust (OSJCT), are equally represented.
OCP’s and GCP’s principal activities are the provision of care to elderly people through care homes. OCP and GCP provide
housing, accommodation, nursing or other assistance to people who are elderly or disabled and the provision of associated
facilities and amenities for such people. The joint arrangements have been structured such that the association owns the
care homes and receives rents on these, and that OSJCT are the care home operator and takes the financial and other risks
associated with the operation. If the profits OSJCT attains from the operations exceed an agreed level then the excess will be
retained by OCP and GCP but if the operations are loss making, the loss is sustained by OSJCT and therefore, other than
a small contribution to certain fixed costs, OCP and GCP would not suffer any loss.
Any surplus from the joint arrangement companies shall be applied solely towards the promotion of charitable objects as
determined by the trustees. No profits by way of dividends will be distributed to the members of the companies.
bpha group holds a major repairs fund on behalf of OCP to cover the costs of repairs per agreement with OCP (see note 17).

Amounts due for investment in bpha Finance plc

Cambridgeshire Partnerships Limited

During the financial year ended 31 March 2008 the Social Housing Regulator selected a bid from Cambridgeshire
Partnerships Limited, led by bpha and incorporating other housing association partners, to deliver the vision of the
Cambridge Challenge.

Under FRS102 section 15 ‘Investment in Joint Ventures’, the Association is required to prepare additional information including,
on an equity accounting basis, its share of the results of the joint arrangement companies for the period to 31 March 2021 and
the net assets as at 31 March 2021. However, since the association has no rights to the net profits or assets of the companies
and has no rights to dividends, other returns or to assets in the event of being wound up, the association considers that it has
no equity interest in the ventures and accordingly consolidates a nil interest.

Cambridgeshire Partnerships Limited, which is an associated company in which bpha has a 25% stake, is now dormant
but is retained for contractual reasons relating to the Cambridge Challenge.

Pension Schemes

The Association is an admitted member of the Bedfordshire Pension Fund (“the fund”). This is a multi-employer scheme
with more than one participating employer, which is administered by Bedford Borough Council under the Regulations
governing the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS), and is a defined benefit scheme. See Note 21 for detailed
information on this scheme.
Since April 2010 a Defined Contribution Group Personal Pension Plan operated by Royal London has been available to all new
employees. From April 2014 the scheme has been extended to meet our Auto Enrolment obligations whereby all employees
meeting statutory requirements are enrolled into the scheme. The scheme is operated on a Salary Exchange basis.
Each scheme member has a separate pension ‘pot’ which is normally managed under the default pensions choice
recommended by the Pension Provider. The member does however have the option to choose their own investment plan.
All arrangements regarding this are carried out directly between the scheme member and pension provider. Pension costs
are dependent upon the contribution rate chosen by employees. Employer contributions are double employee contributions
up to a maximum of 5% (10% employer’s), this is extended to 6% and 12% for members of the Executive Leadership Team.
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Company advisors

31. Investment in Associates

External Auditor
KPMG LLP

bpha Limited (via Bushmead Homes Limited) has a 25% interest in Gog Magog Partnership LLP, whose principal activity is the
development of residential accommodation for private sale and of affordable residential accommodation for sale to registered
providers.
Associates are accounted for in accordance with FRS102 Section 14 ‘Investments in Associates’ in the consolidated financial
statements using the equity method. Within the subsidiary undertaking individual financial statements in which the investment
is held, this is held as a fixed or current asset investment shown at cost less amounts written off.
bpha Limited is required to prepare additional information including its share of the associate’s turnover for the period
to 31 March 2021 and the its share of the assets and liabilities as at 31 March 2021:

Share of turnover of associates
Share of cost of sales of associates

Share of assets
Share of liabilities
Share of net assets

2021
Group
£’000

2021
Association
£’000

2020
Group
£’000

2020
Association
£’000

1,959

-

6,022

-

(1,488)

-

(4,943)

-

471

-

1,079

-

206

-

1,920

-

(206)

-

(49)

-

-

-

1,871

-

Investment as at 1 April

-

-

632

-

Capital issued in the year

-

-

-

-

Capital returned in the year

-

-

(632)

-

Investment as at 31 March

-

-

-

-
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Internal Auditor
BDO LLP
Principal Solicitors
Blake Morgan LLP
Capsticks Solicitors LLP
Clarke Wilmott LLP
Devonshires Solicitors LLP
Pennington Manches Cooper LLP
Trowers & Hamlins LLP
Wentworth Sherwood LLP
Valuers
Jones Lang LaSalle
Savills (UK) Ltd
Bankers
HSBC Bank plc
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Five year summary
key figures
Group Statement of comprehensive income
2017
£’m

2018
£’m

2019
£’m

2020
£’m

2021
£’m

Turnover

2017
£’m

2018
£’m

2019
£’m

2020
£’m

2021
£’m

1,008.3

1,073.4

1,167.4

1,224.6

1,248.6

109.5

75.7

75.8

117.9

118.0

1,117.8

1,149.1

1,243.2

1,342.5

1,366.6

737.8

731.4

774.0

848.8

862.9

Group statement of financial position

Core operating business

94.6

95.9

98.7

103.0

110.2

Housing fixed assets

Development & Sales Business

41.7

46.3

49.5

41.8

39.9

Other assets less current liabilities

136.3

142.2

148.2

144.8

150.1

Total assets less current liabilities
Debt (due over one year)

Operating surplus

Other long term liabilities

185.9

180.9

197.7

202.2

185.0

44.5

47.7

44.4

44.7

47.7

Total long term liabilities

923.7

912.3

971.7

1,051.0

1,047.9

Development & Sales Business

18.1

18.9

19.6

14.8

10.5

Reserves: total

194.1

236.8

271.5

291.5

318.7

Fair value adjustments on investment properties

0.5

(2.5)

3.9

0.9

1.3

1,117.8

1,149.1

1,243.2

1,342.5

1,366.6

63.1

64.1

67.9

60.4

59.5

Operating surplus as a % of turnover

46.3%

45.0%

45.8%

41.7%

39.7%

Net interest

2017
£’m

2018
£’m

2019
£’m

2020
£’m

2021
£’m

65.5

57.1

60.0

58.7

60.2

(34.9)

(33.2)

(34.8)

(38.0)

(38.8)

Core operating business

(33.0)

(31.5)

(33.0)

(32.7)

(34.4)

Underlying surplus for the year

30.1

32.6

34.9

27.7

25.1

Gains/(losses) re financial instruments and termination
of hedging agreements

(1.9)

9.1

(0.8)

(9.5)

12.5

Surplus before tax

28.2

41.7

34.1

18.2

37.6

Repairs and maintenance

11.4

10.1

11.0

12.1

13.2

Capitalised spending on improvements to housing properties

11.4

10.8

14.7

14.5

12.4

Total spending on repairing and maintaining
our housing properties

22.8

20.9

25.7

26.6

25.5

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation,
major repairs included (EBITDA MRI)

59.9

61.7

58.3

55.4

55.4

EBITDA MRI as a percentage of interest payable and similar charges

174%

177%

156%

144%

151%

Turnover includes the capital receipts from disposal of fixed assets. The figures for 2017 have been adjusted to exclude turnover
and operating surplus on Sales to other housing associations.
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Total long term funding and reserves

Group cash flow
Net cash from operating activities
Net interest paid

Operating cashflow net of interest

30.6

23.9

25.2

20.7

21.4

Improvements to housing properties

(11.4)

(11.8)

(14.1)

(14.1)

(13.6)

2.7

4.1

(0.8)

(0.3)

1.3

Operating cashflow net of interest & capex & other

Other items

21.9

16.2

10.3

6.3

9.1

Proceeds from asset sales

21.0

24.9

23.7

18.5

18.5

First tranche shared ownership sales

20.8

21.4

25.8

23.3

21.4

Operating and sales cashflow

63.7

62.5

59.8

48.1

49.0

(69.7)

(79.7)

(122.0)

(82.7)

(45.4)

Development spend
Net movements in borrowings and deposits

28.9

(7.0)

58.8

58.6

21.2

Net cashflow after development activities

22.9

(24.2)

(3.4)

24.0

24.8
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